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From annes_1961 at yahoo.com Fri Feb 1 22:04:52 2013
From: annes_1961 at yahoo.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Fri, 1 Feb 2013 19:04:52 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
Message-ID: <1359774292.47704.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Hello,
A patron came in tonight in search of a book he heard about in a history class 10
years ago.? I understand that much of what he knows about the book may be
unreliable but I thought I would take advantage of the collected wisdom of
genealogy librarians and ask you about it.? The patron said the book was written by
a French woman who researched her family's history in a village?during World War
II.? The book focuses on the facts she found but especially?on the impact these
facts had on her family.? What she found is that some family members were part of
the Resistance while others were collaborators.? Many people in her family were
upset about what she found.? The book may have been published in the 1990s.? Any
help you can offer would be most appreciated.
?
Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Local history/Genealogy Librarian
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes at mppl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130201/9d51d16e/
attachment.html>
From p.rickard at frontier.com Sat Feb 2 06:48:16 2013
From: p.rickard at frontier.com (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2013 06:48:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
In-Reply-To: <1359774292.47704.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
References: <1359774292.47704.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <000601ce013b$30bb69d0$92323d70$@rickard@frontier.com>
Is it fiction or non-fiction?

Phyllis Rickard
p.rickard at frontier.com

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne
Shaughnessy
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 10:05 PM
To: Librarians serving genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history

Hello,
A patron came in tonight in search of a book he heard about in a history

class 10 years ago. I understand that much of what he knows about the book
may be unreliable but I thought I would take advantage of the collected
wisdom of genealogy librarians and ask you about it. The patron said the
book was written by a French woman who researched her family's history in a
village during World War II. The book focuses on the facts she found but
especially on the impact these facts had on her family. What she found is
that some family members were part of the Resistance while others were
collaborators. Many people in her family were upset about what she found.
The book may have been published in the 1990s. Any help you can offer would
be most appreciated.

Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Local history/Genealogy Librarian
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes at mppl.org
_____
No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 2013.0.2897 / Virus Database: 2639/6074 - Release Date: 02/01/13
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130202/
bea53bab/attachment.html>
From annes_1961 at yahoo.com Sat Feb 2 11:10:36 2013
From: annes_1961 at yahoo.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2013 08:10:36 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
In-Reply-To: <000601ce013b$30bb69d0$92323d70$@rickard@frontier.com>
References: <1359774292.47704.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
<000601ce013b$30bb69d0$92323d70$@rickard@frontier.com>
Message-ID: <1359821436.97066.YahooMailNeo@web163801.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
The patron heard about it in a history class so my first thought would be that it
is non-fiction.? But as his information is ten years old, I cannot say for sure.?
?
Thank you for giving it some thought!
?
Anne Shaughnessy
________________________________
From: Phyllis Rickard <p.rickard at frontier.com>
To: 'Anne Shaughnessy' <annes_1961 at yahoo.com>; 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, February 2, 2013 5:48 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history

Is it fiction or non-fiction?
?
Phyllis Rickard
p.rickard at frontier.com
?
From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Shaughnessy
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 10:05 PM
To: Librarians serving genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
?
Hello,
A patron came in tonight in search of a book he heard about in a history class 10
years ago.? I understand that much of what he knows about the book may be
unreliable but I thought I would take advantage of the collected wisdom of
genealogy librarians and ask you about it.? The patron said the book was written by
a French woman who researched her family's history in a village?during World War
II.? The book focuses on the facts she found but especially?on the impact these
facts had on her family.? What she found is that some family members were part of
the Resistance while others were collaborators.? Many people in her family were
upset about what she found.? The book may have been published in the 1990s.? Any
help you can offer would be most appreciated.
?
Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Local history/Genealogy Librarian
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes at mppl.org
________________________________
No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - http://www.avg.com/
Version: 2013.0.2897 / Virus Database: 2639/6074 - Release Date: 02/01/13
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130202/10acac2a/
attachment.html>
From EHayes at lclsonline.org Sat Feb 2 18:33:40 2013
From: EHayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2013 23:33:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
In-Reply-To: <1359821436.97066.YahooMailNeo@web163801.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
References: <1359774292.47704.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
<000601ce013b$30bb69d0$92323d70$@rickard@frontier.com>
<1359821436.97066.YahooMailNeo@web163801.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C1B483900@LCLSExchange.lcls.local>
My first thought was that it was probably fiction but based on her family history.
On that assumption I started doing some looking. I don't think I was successful
because all of these ideas require that your patron remembered several details
wrong. But even if none of these are the right book your patron or genealib
readers may be interested in these books because they are all great :):

Sarah's Key by Tatiana de Rosnay (not the author's actual family depicted but that
is the premise of the book, that it is the main characters family - also published
in 2008 not 10 years ago)
De Rosnay's U.S. debut fictionalizes the 1942 Paris roundups and deportations, in
which thousands of Jewish families were arrested, held at the V?lodrome d'Hiver
outside the city, then transported to Auschwitz. Forty-five-year-old Julia Jarmond,
American by birth, moved to Paris when she was 20 and is married to the arrogant,
unfaithful Bertrand T?zac, with whom she has an 11-year-old daughter. Julia writes
for an American magazine and her editor assigns her to cover the 60th anniversary
of the V?l' d'Hiv' roundups. Julia soon learns that the apartment she and Bertrand
plan to move into was acquired by Bertrand's family when its Jewish occupants were
dispossessed and deported 60 years before. She resolves to find out what happened
to the former occupants: Wladyslaw and Rywka Starzynski, parents of 10-year-old
Sarah and four-year-old Michel. The more Julia discovers-especially about Sarah,
the only member of the Starzynski family to survive-the more she uncovers about
Bertrand's family, about France and, finally, herself. Already translated into 15
languages, the novel is De Rosnay's 10th (but her first written in English, her
first language). It beautifully conveys Julia's conflicting loyalties, and makes
Sarah's trials so riveting, her innocence so absorbing, that the book is hard to
put down.
Invisible Bridge by Julie Oringer (this is based on the authors actual family who
were Jews from Hungary living in France before and during WWII - don't think there
are any collaborators in her family, published 2010)
Even if this weren't her first novel, Julie Orringer's Invisible Bridge would be a
marvelous achievement. Orringer possesses a rare talent that makes a 600-page
story--which, we know, must descend into war and genocide--feel rivetingly
readable, even at its grimmest. Building vivid worlds in effortless phrases, she
immerses us in 1930s Budapest just as a young Hungarian Jew, Andras L?vi, departs
for the ?cole Sp?ciale d'Architecture in Paris. He hones his talent for design,
works backstage in a theater, and allies with other Jewish students in defiance of
rising Nazi influence. And then he meets Klara, a captivating Hungarian ballet
instructor nine years his senior with a painful past and a willful teenage
daughter. Against Klara's better judgment, love engulfs them, drowning out the
rumblings of war for a time. But inevitably, Nazi aggression drives them back to
Hungary, where life for the Jews goes from hardship to horror.
Suite Francaise by Irene Nemirovsky (written by a French Jew who died in Auschwitz
but only recently published- 2007, based on her own experiences in the early phases
of the war)
Beginning in Paris on the eve of the Nazi occupation in 1940. Suite Fran?aise tells
the remarkable story of men and women thrown together in circumstances beyond their
control. As Parisians flee the city, human folly surfaces in every imaginable way:
a wealthy mother searches for sweets in a town without food; a couple is terrified
at the thought of losing their jobs, even as their world begins to fall apart.
Moving on to a provincial village now occupied by German soldiers, the locals must
learn to coexist with the enemy-in their town, their homes, even in their
hearts.When Ir?ne N?mirovsky began working on Suite Fran?aise, she was already a
highly successful writer living in Paris. But she was also a Jew, and in 1942 she
was arrested and deported to Auschwitz, where she died. For sixty-four years, this
novel remained hidden and unknown.
Touch Wood: A Girlhood in Occupied France by Renee Roth-Hano (a children's book
but good one and based on the author's childhood remembrances- published 1989)
Grade 6-9 Roth-Hano recreates her girlhood experiences and impressions as a Jewish
child in France during World War II. Written in a present-tense diary style, the
story traces the family from the summer of 1940 after the German invasion has
forced them to leave their home in Alsace; through a prolonged separation in which

Renee and her two younger sisters are sent to live in a home managed by Catholic
nuns; through the confusion and disruption of the eagerly awaited allied invasion;
and ends with the family's reunion in Paris. While parts of Roth-Hano's story are
familiar elements of many personal narratives of Holocaust experiences, they are,
at the same time, very fresh and individual. As she and her family realize that
Paris is not a sanctuary from the Nazis, she rails against the injustice she sees
and is outraged and confused by the French betrayal of the Jews. Although the diary
format sometimes makes the narrative jumpy, it is effective in involving readers
and making the events seem immediate. The portrayal of Renee's emotions from petty
jealousy to profound outrage rings true. Readers of Aranka Siegal's Upon the Head
of a Goat (Farrar, 1981) and Clara Isaacman's Clara's Story (Jewish Pub. Soc, 1984)
will have their point of view broadened by Touch Wood, which offers a French
perspective. Many memorable stories have come out of the Holocaust. Touch Wood
should earn a place among them. Louise L. Sherman, Anna C. Scott School, Leonia,
N.J.
So some recommended reading for you,
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager-Reference Services/Special Collections Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming
82001
307-778-7232
ehayes at lclsonline.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Shaughnessy
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2013 9:11 AM
To: p.rickard at frontier.com; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
The patron heard about it in a history class so my first thought would be that it
is non-fiction. But as his information is ten years old, I cannot say for sure.
Thank you for giving it some thought!
Anne Shaughnessy
From: Phyllis Rickard <p.rickard at frontier.com<mailto:p.rickard at frontier.com>>
To: 'Anne Shaughnessy' <annes_1961 at yahoo.com<mailto:annes_1961 at yahoo.com>>;
'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Sent: Saturday, February 2, 2013 5:48 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
Is it fiction or non-fiction?
Phyllis Rickard
p.rickard at frontier.com<mailto:p.rickard at frontier.com>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Anne Shaughnessy
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 10:05 PM
To: Librarians serving genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
Hello,
A patron came in tonight in search of a book he heard about in a history class 10
years ago. I understand that much of what he knows about the book may be
unreliable but I thought I would take advantage of the collected wisdom of
genealogy librarians and ask you about it. The patron said the book was written by
a French woman who researched her family's history in a village during World War
II. The book focuses on the facts she found but especially on the impact these
facts had on her family. What she found is that some family members were part of
the Resistance while others were collaborators. Many people in her family were
upset about what she found. The book may have been published in the 1990s. Any
help you can offer would be most appreciated.
Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Local history/Genealogy Librarian
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes at mppl.org<mailto:annes at mppl.org>
No virus found in this message.
Checked by AVG - http://www.avg.com/
Version: 2013.0.2897 / Virus Database: 2639/6074 - Release Date: 02/01/13
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130202/814cabc7/
attachment.html>
From annes_1961 at yahoo.com Mon Feb 4 13:37:21 2013
From: annes_1961 at yahoo.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2013 10:37:21 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
In-Reply-To: <1359774292.47704.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
References: <1359774292.47704.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <1360003041.82668.YahooMailNeo@web163802.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Thank you for the responses concerning my request.? I will let my patron know the
titles that have been suggested.
?
Anne Shaughnessy
?
________________________________
From: Anne Shaughnessy <annes_1961 at yahoo.com>
To: Librarians serving genealogists <genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 1, 2013 9:04 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history

Hello,
A patron came in tonight in search of a book he heard about in a history class 10
years ago.? I understand that much of what he knows about the book may be
unreliable but I thought I would take advantage of the collected wisdom of
genealogy librarians and ask you about it.? The patron said the book was written by
a French woman who researched her family's history in a village?during World War
II.? The book focuses on the facts she found but especially?on the impact these
facts had on her family.? What she found is that some family members were part of
the Resistance while others were collaborators.? Many people in her family were
upset about what she found.? The book may have been published in the 1990s.? Any
help you can offer would be most appreciated.
Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Local history/Genealogy Librarian
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes at mppl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130204/31a0c3e0/
attachment.html>
From floggertl at yahoo.com Mon Feb 4 17:13:29 2013
From: floggertl at yahoo.com (Tony LaLuzerne)
Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2013 14:13:29 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history
In-Reply-To: <1360003041.82668.YahooMailNeo@web163802.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <1360016009.28471.YahooMailClassic@web163606.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Anne,
?
More possibilities?:
?
Jacques and Lotka : a Resistance story / Aude Yung-de Pre?vaux
Bloomsbury,?2001
ISBN: 9780747553052 or 9780708993033
?
Four short, true stories of a French family / Alain F. Corcos
Hats Off Books,?c2004
ISBN: 9781587363719
?
Tony L.
--- On Mon, 2/4/13, Anne Shaughnessy <annes_1961 at yahoo.com> wrote:
From: Anne Shaughnessy <annes_1961 at
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Book about WW
To: "Anne Shaughnessy" <annes_1961 at
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Monday, February 4, 2013, 12:37

yahoo.com>
II French family history
yahoo.com>, "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
PM

Thank you for the responses concerning my request.? I will let my patron know the
titles that have been suggested.
?
Anne Shaughnessy
?

From: Anne Shaughnessy <annes_1961 at yahoo.com>
To: Librarians serving genealogists <genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, February 1, 2013 9:04 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Book about WW II French family history

Hello,
A patron came in tonight in search of a book he heard about in a history class 10
years ago.? I understand that much of what he knows about the book may be
unreliable but I thought I would take advantage of the collected wisdom of
genealogy librarians and ask you about it.? The patron said the book was written by
a French woman who researched her family's history in a village?during World War
II.? The book focuses on the facts she found but especially?on the impact these
facts had on her family.? What she found is that some family members were part of
the Resistance while others were collaborators.? Many people in her family were
upset about what she found.? The book may have been published in the 1990s.? Any
help you can offer would be most appreciated.
?
Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Local history/Genealogy Librarian
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
annes at mppl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130204/6b1fb0a1/
attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com

Tue Feb

5 17:57:07 2013

From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 22:57:07 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/7627f36c/
attachment.html>
From jschultz at mymcpl.org Tue Feb 5 18:01:48 2013
From: jschultz at mymcpl.org (Janice Schultz)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 23:01:48 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Message-ID: <8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org<http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and not that of
Mid-Continent Public Library.
________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/3a54941b/
attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Tue Feb 5 18:04:32 2013
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 23:04:32 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE21@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Thanks Janice.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Schultz
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 6:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org<http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and not that of

Mid-Continent Public Library.
________________________________
________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/1f68a070/
attachment.html>
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Feb 5 18:29:55 2013
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue, 05 Feb 2013 16:29:55 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Have been using it since early last week

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> Janice Schultz <jschultz at mymcpl.org> 2/5/2013 4:01 PM >>>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org ( http://www.mymcpl.org/ )
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member

Trees? I was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have
this pop up. It even gives the option of adding comments. The customer
wondered how the person who owned the tree would know how to get ahold
of if you added a comment since you don?t login like the personal
subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still
says that ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if
they send out notices of these types of updates and I?m just out of the
loop.
Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and
not that of Mid-Continent Public Library.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/59d9db4d/
attachment-0001.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Tue Feb 5 18:38:00 2013
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 23:38:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
<51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE51@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Are they going to start allowing people to ?tree match? like they do on the paid
subscription?
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 6:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Have been using it since early last week

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> Janice Schultz <jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>> 2/5/2013
4:01 PM >>>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.

Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org<http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and not that of
Mid-Continent Public Library.
________________________________
________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/806c34d8/
attachment.html>
From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Tue Feb 5 18:49:47 2013
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 18:49:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
<51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <6AFC12B9BFCDEA45B7274C534738067F0185962267@AAPQMAILBX02V.proque.st>
To All,
The Public Trees in Ancestry Library Edition were announced at ALA Midwinter. At
the time of the announcement, we didn?t know what the exact release date would be.
The release occurred on January 28. We?re currently updating the product
information and training materials. Please note that these are read-only trees.
Library users can submit anonymous comments, but cannot make updates to the trees
or upload new data. Personalized tools and features, such as the shaky leaves, are
not available in the Library Edition.
Also recently added is same city directory collection that?s currently found on
Ancestry.com. This has been a popular request and Ancestry is pleased to now offer
the collection in the Library Edition. This includes the Gale city directories, as
well as directories from many other sources.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest
801.274.1414 desk
801.274.1412 fax
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
www.proquest.com<http://www.proquest.com/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Have been using it since early last week

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> Janice Schultz <jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>> 2/5/2013
4:01 PM >>>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz

Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org<http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and not that of
Mid-Continent Public Library.
________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/7efb828f/
attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Tue Feb 5 18:53:25 2013
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)

Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 23:53:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <6AFC12B9BFCDEA45B7274C534738067F0185962267@AAPQMAILBX02V.proque.st>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
<51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
<6AFC12B9BFCDEA45B7274C534738067F0185962267@AAPQMAILBX02V.proque.st>
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE6E@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Thank you for the update Bill. I?m very happy to see the city directories added!
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Forsyth, William
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 6:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
To All,
The Public Trees in Ancestry Library Edition were announced at ALA Midwinter. At
the time of the announcement, we didn?t know what the exact release date would be.
The release occurred on January 28. We?re currently updating the product
information and training materials. Please note that these are read-only trees.
Library users can submit anonymous comments, but cannot make updates to the trees
or upload new data. Personalized tools and features, such as the shaky leaves, are
not available in the Library Edition.
Also recently added is same city directory collection that?s currently found on
Ancestry.com. This has been a popular request and Ancestry is pleased to now offer
the collection in the Library Edition. This includes the Gale city directories, as
well as directories from many other sources.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest
801.274.1414 desk
801.274.1412 fax
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
www.proquest.com<http://www.proquest.com/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Have been using it since early last week

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

>>> Janice Schultz <jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>> 2/5/2013
4:01 PM >>>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org<http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and not that of
Mid-Continent Public Library.
________________________________
________________________________

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/9eb15995/
attachment.html>
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Tue Feb 5 18:52:10 2013
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 23:52:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <6AFC12B9BFCDEA45B7274C534738067F0185962267@AAPQMAILBX02V.proque.st>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
<51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
<6AFC12B9BFCDEA45B7274C534738067F0185962267@AAPQMAILBX02V.proque.st>
Message-ID: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F58D54A@Contra.wals.local>
Thanks, Bill. May I ask that you folks keep in mind the fact that many (most?) of
us don?t get to go to ALA events due to staffing and money issues.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Forsyth, William
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 5:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
To All,
The Public Trees in Ancestry Library Edition were announced at ALA Midwinter. At
the time of the announcement, we didn?t know what the exact release date would be.
The release occurred on January 28. We?re currently updating the product
information and training materials. Please note that these are read-only trees.
Library users can submit anonymous comments, but cannot make updates to the trees
or upload new data. Personalized tools and features, such as the shaky leaves, are
not available in the Library Edition.
Also recently added is same city directory collection that?s currently found on
Ancestry.com. This has been a popular request and Ancestry is pleased to now offer
the collection in the Library Edition. This includes the Gale city directories, as
well as directories from many other sources.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest
801.274.1414 desk
801.274.1412 fax
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
www.proquest.com<http://www.proquest.com/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees

Have been using it since early last week

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> Janice Schultz <jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>> 2/5/2013
4:01 PM >>>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org<http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401

910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and not that of
Mid-Continent Public Library.
________________________________
-This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by MailScanner<http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is
believed to be clean.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/4355137e/
attachment.html>
From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Tue Feb 5 19:00:53 2013
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 19:00:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F58D54A@Contra.wals.local>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<8506533FE28F1F468D4673FDD05855368836@EXMAILBOX.mcpl.loc>
<51113383.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
<6AFC12B9BFCDEA45B7274C534738067F0185962267@AAPQMAILBX02V.proque.st>
<8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F58D54A@Contra.wals.local>
Message-ID: <6AFC12B9BFCDEA45B7274C534738067F0185962285@AAPQMAILBX02V.proque.st>
Marion, et al:
An email announcement will be going out to all subscribing libraries within the
next few days. It will be sent to the primary contact we have on-file for your
library. We?ll encourage the recipient to forward the message to the appropriate
managers and staff in your organization.
Regards,
Bill
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest
801.274.1414 desk
801.274.1412 fax
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
www.proquest.com<http://www.proquest.com/>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:52 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Thanks, Bill. May I ask that you folks keep in mind the fact that many (most?) of
us don?t get to go to ALA events due to staffing and money issues.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Forsyth, William
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 5:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
To All,
The Public Trees in Ancestry Library Edition were announced at ALA Midwinter. At
the time of the announcement, we didn?t know what the exact release date would be.
The release occurred on January 28. We?re currently updating the product
information and training materials. Please note that these are read-only trees.
Library users can submit anonymous comments, but cannot make updates to the trees
or upload new data. Personalized tools and features, such as the shaky leaves, are
not available in the Library Edition.
Also recently added is same city directory collection that?s currently found on
Ancestry.com. This has been a popular request and Ancestry is pleased to now offer
the collection in the Library Edition. This includes the Gale city directories, as
well as directories from many other sources.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest
801.274.1414 desk
801.274.1412 fax
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
www.proquest.com<http://www.proquest.com/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Have been using it since early last week

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> Janice Schultz <jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>> 2/5/2013
4:01 PM >>>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org<mailto:jschultz at mymcpl.org>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.

Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org<http://www.mymcpl.org/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member Trees? I
was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this pop up. It even
gives the option of adding comments. The customer wondered how the person who
owned the tree would know how to get ahold of if you added a comment since you don?
t login like the personal subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still says that
ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they send out notices
of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
Thanks,

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and not that of
Mid-Continent Public Library.
________________________________
-This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by MailScanner<http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is
believed to be clean.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130205/9ccc0708/
attachment-0001.html>

From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Feb 5 20:52:08 2013
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 05 Feb 2013 20:52:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
Message-ID: <511170F8020000AA00031954@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
I've often wondered if updates were made to ALE at the same time as
Ancestry.com. So if I see something new added to Ancestry.com at home,
it's not necessarily added to ALE...or at least not necessarily at the
same time. Would that be an accurate statement?
Thanks!
Kim
>>> "Daugherty, Jennifer" 02/05/13 6:52 PM >>>
Thank you for the update Bill. I?m very happy to see the city
directories added!
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Forsyth,
William
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 6:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees

To All,
The Public Trees in Ancestry Library Edition were announced at ALA
Midwinter. At the time of the announcement, we didn?t know what the
exact release date would be. The release occurred on January 28. We?re
currently updating the product information and training materials.
Please note that these are read-only trees. Library users can submit
anonymous comments, but cannot make updates to the trees or upload new
data. Personalized tools and features, such as the shaky leaves, are not
available in the Library Edition.
Also recently added is same city directory collection that?s currently
found on Ancestry.com. This has been a popular request and Ancestry is
pleased to now offer the collection in the Library Edition. This
includes the Gale city directories, as well as directories from many
other sources.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest
801.274.1414 desk
801.274.1412 fax
william.forsyth at proquest.com
www.proquest.com
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James
Jeffrey

Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees

Have been using it since early last week

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> Janice Schultz <jschultz at mymcpl.org> 2/5/2013 4:01 PM >>>
It was announce at ALA that ALE would add public trees this week.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mymcpl.org
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055-1923
http://www.mymcpl.org
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Fax: (816) 254-7146

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daugherty,
Jennifer
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 4:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees

Hello All:
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member
Trees? I was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this
pop up. It even gives the option of adding comments. The customer
wondered how the person who owned the tree would know how to get ahold
of if you added a comment since you don?t login like the personal
subscription. I suggested adding his email.
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still
says that ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if
they send out notices of these types of updates and I?m just out of the

loop.
Thanks,
Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal and
not that of Mid-Continent Public Library.
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From rayscru at gmail.com Tue Feb 5 21:33:07 2013
From: rayscru at gmail.com (Yvonne Crumpler)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 20:33:07 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] ALE Public Trees
In-Reply-To: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E95AFE0D@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Message-ID: <CAG+6uCKK97rTYmFUzSFWD30JYAXRLtFDE5Fkso39hihtuBE67g@mail.gmail.com>
I am a retired gen librarian. I have an Ancestry subscription and a public
tree. Ancestry did not allow public trees (as far as I know) until the past
year or so to be available on the Library edition. When I retired in 2009
my patrons could not access that database.
You will need to check further on this I am sure.
y
On Tue, Feb 5, 2013 at 4:57 PM, Daugherty, Jennifer
<jdaugherty at nhcgov.com>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello All:****
** **
Does anyone know when Ancestry Library Edition added the Public Member
Trees? I was very surprised to be helping a customer today and have this
pop up. It even gives the option of adding comments. The customer
wondered how the person who owned the tree would know how to get ahold of
if you added a comment since you don?t login like the personal
subscription. I suggested adding his email. ****
** **
I looked on the Proquest site and all the training documentation still
says that ALE DOES NOT have the Public Member Trees. I?m wondering if they
send out notices of these types of updates and I?m just out of the loop.
****

>
> ** **
>
> Thanks,****
>
>
>
> Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
>
> Library - Main - Reference | New Hanover County
>
> 201 Chestnut Street
>
> Wilmington, NC 28401
>
> 910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From lmarkel at ala.org Wed Feb 6 14:18:33 2013
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Wed, 6 Feb 2013 14:18:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online Course: Spatial Literacy and Online Mapping.
Registration ends Friday Feb. 8.
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E80223B905@BE144.mail.lan>
RUSA's online course "Introduction to Spatial Literacy and Online
Mapping" begins next Monday! Registration closes at 5pm Central Time
this Friday, Feb. 8.

This course runs Feb. 11-Mar. 3, and is completely asynchronous; there
are no scheduled meeting times.

Through podcasts and hands-on assignments, participants in "Introduction
to Spatial Literacy and Online Mapping" will explore uses for geographic
information systems (GIS) technology within organizations and also its
social uses beyond simple cartography. The course also covers the how-to
of online mapping tools such as Google Earth, ArcExplorer, Scribble Maps
and Google Maps.

The course content is especially relevant for public or reference

librarians who want to organize information in a visual or geographic
way to benefit the work of the library, to make information available to
the community or any number of needs.

Get more information about this course:
http://www.ala.org/rusa/development/spatialliteracy
-----------------------------------------------------------** Register online now!
(http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=oloc&Template=/Conference/Confe
renceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=L)
Registration starts at $130 for RUSA members. Those who complete the
required coursework will receive a certificate of completion.
-----------------------------------------------------------We do welcome and encourage group registrations from a library, library
system or network! Groups receive 15% savings on their registration
rates.
Registration information for RUSA, including groups, can be found here:
http://www.ala.org/rusa/development/onlinece

Questions about registration? Contact registration at ala.org or
1-800-545-2433, option 5.
===================================
Please forward this message to any colleagues or distribution lists who
might find it of interest.

Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing & Programs Manager
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel at ala.org
Find our divisions online at

www.ala.org/rusa

&

www.ala.org/ascla
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From cjack at unb.ca Thu Feb 7 07:53:59 2013
From: cjack at unb.ca (Christine Jack)
Date: Thu, 7 Feb 2013 12:53:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] digital film scanner
Message-ID: <24A5ADA816797147A1D0790E07F9EE803CCD11E9@Hal.ad.unb.ca>
Hi,
I'm wondering if anyone has the digital film scanner 4601-SL from indus. We have a
ScanPro 2000 and are looking into purchasing another machine and wondering if the
product from indus is worth a look.
Cheers,
Christine Jack
Harriet Irving Library
University of New Brunswick
PO Box 7500
Fredericton, NB
E3B 5H5
Canada
506 453 4834
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From harrisonkim at q.com Thu Feb 7 11:34:25 2013
From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Thu, 7 Feb 2013 11:34:25 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian's Day at National Genealogical Society Annual
Conference - Las Vegas - 7th May 2013 (Tuesday)
Message-ID:
<1046526020.1170609.1360254865124.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

Good morning:

I just wanted to refresh your memory about this upcoming event for librarians.?
Librarian's Day is hosted by ProQuest and the National Genealogical Society to
promote education and network for librarian's serving the genealogical community.?
Seating is limited to 100 so do not leave this to the last minute to register for
this great day!

The URL for Librarian?s Day and/or the full conference registration can be found at
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/librarians_day . ? The conference audience includes
librarians, archivists, students, vendors, professional researchers, bloggers and
historians, to name a few.

Conference Dates:

? ?????? NGS Annual Conference is 8-11 May 2013

? ?????? NGS Librarians? Day is Tuesday, 7 May 2013

Location:

? ?????? LVH-Las Vegas Hotel & Casino, 3000 Paradise Road, Las Vegas, NV 89109

o ?? Phone 702-732-511

o ?? http://www.thelvh.com/ ???????????

o ?? Hotel room rates $119 for a single or doubles, additional folks is $35.00

o ?? Free parking

o ?? Ten minutes from McCarran International Airport

Librarians? Day Agenda:

? ?????? 8:45 a.m.?9:00 a.m. Welcome

? ?????? 9:00 a.m.?9:45 a.m. James K. Jeffrey, ?Confessions from the Reference
Desk?
Reference interviews can be a lot like pulling teeth. Discover interrogatory

techniques from one of America?s most outrageous genealogy librarians! (James K.
Jeffrey, collection specialist in genealogy, Denver Public Library, is past
president of Colorado Council of Genealogical Societies and Society of the Rocky
Mountain Archivists.)

? ?????? 10:00 a.m.?11:00 a.m. Jana Sloan Broglin, cg, ogsf , ?Hookers, Crooks, and
Kooks: Aunt Merle Didn?t Run a Boarding House? Learn about the black sheep and
scalawags in your family. (Jana Sloan Broglin, cg, ogsf , a former FGS director and
OGS trustee, is a member of APG, GSG, ISFHWE, and NEHGS.)

? ?????? 11:15 a.m.?12:15 p.m. Crista Cowan, ?Fact or Fiction: Finding Truth in
Family Legends of Famous Relations? This session will focus on methods and
resources for ferreting out the truth in generations of family stories passed along
and embellished over time. ? (Crista Cowan, the Barefoot Genealogist, has worked at
Ancestry.com since 2004; her interest in family history reaches back to childhood.)

? ?????? 12:15 p.m.?2:00 p.m. Lunch, William Forsyth, ProQuest Presentation.

? ?????? 2:15 p.m.?3:15 p.m. David E. Rencher, ag, cg, figrs, fuga , ?Strategies
for Assisting Patrons to Find Their Irish Immigrants? This presentation focuses on
helping library patrons succeed in the sources and methods for identifying Irish
immigrants to North America using U.S. and Irish sources. ? (David Rencher, ag, cg,
figrs, fuga , is the chief genealogical officer for FamilySearch.)

? ?????? 3:30 p.m.?4:30 p.m. J. Mark Lowe, cg, fuga , ?Newspapers: The Story of the
West?
Newspapers are history?s first draft; could your ancestors be lurking on these
pages? Learn about using newspapers as a research tool. (J. Mark Lowe, cg, fuga ,
professional researcher and educator at SLIG, IGHR, and RIGS Alliance, works on
projects like "Who Do You Think You Are?")

Network Opportunities:

Opportunities exist to network with many other librarians and archivists at the NGS
Annual Conference. ? Here?s just a sampling of librarians and archivists who will
be speaking during the main conference:

1. Kerry Bartels is an archives specialist at NARA Pacific Region (Riverside)
in southern California. He has many years of experience as an archivist and
genealogist.
2. Pamela J. Cooper, national speaker, Florida State Genealogical Society

president, and Filby Award recipient; heads the genealogy department at Indian
River County Library, Vero Beach, Florida.
3. Jennifer Crowder Daugherty, MLS, manager of local and state history at
Cumberland County Public Library, North Carolina; chairs the ALA Genealogical
Publishing Company Award Committee.
4. G. David Dilts, AG, senior reference consultant in US reference at the
Family History Library, has served ICAPGen and the Utah Genealogical Association.
5. Joan E. Healey, AG, accredited in Midwestern States research, is a research
consultant at the Family History Library.
6. Jean Wilcox Hibben, PhD, CG, national speaker, author, APG board member, and
director of the Corona, California, FamilySearch Center; has a PhD in folklore and
an MA in speech communication.
7. James K. Jeffrey, collection specialist in genealogy, Denver Public Library,
is past president of Colorado Council of Genealogical Societies and the Society of
Rocky Mountain Archivists.
8. Ahmed Johnson, African American genealogy specialist at the Local History
and Genealogy Reading Room, Library of Congress; lectures at national, state, and
local conferences.?
9. Jeff Kintop is the state archivist at the Nevada State Library and Archives
and has spent thirty years working with Nevada historical sources.
10. Dawne Slater-Putt, CG, reference librarian at the Genealogy Center of the
Allen County Public Library, is recording secretary for the Board for Certification
of Genealogists.
11. James Sweany, twenty-year veteran of the Library of Congress, developed the
Library?s Native American genealogical resources and heads the Local History and
Genealogy Reading Room.
12. Beth Taylor, CG, research consultant in the US/Canada unit at the Family
History Library, has a BA in history.
13. Linda Turner-Gulbrandsen, AG, professional researcher and lecturer, is
manager of the US/Canada research consultant services unit for the Family History
Library.
14. Curt Witcher, MLS, FUGA, IGSF, manager at the Genealogy Center of the Allen
County Public Library, is a former president of the Federation of Genealogical
Societies and the National Genealogical Society, and founding president of the
Indiana Genealogical Society.

15. D. Joshua Taylor, MLS, North American business development manager for
brightsolid and findmypast.com, and is the incoming president of the Federation of
Genealogical Societies.
16. Kory Meyerink, MLS, AG, FUGA, professional genealogist, formerly with the
Family History Library, co-founded ProGenealogists, editor of Printed Sources , and
is adjunct professor at Brigham Young University and San Jose State University,
California.

Educational Growth:

? ?????? The four-day conference offers more than 150 lectures on researching
people and places of the West, migration to and from the West, law, military
records, immigration, methodology, academic history, family history writing, BCG
Skillbuilding, African American and other ethnic research, technological innovation
in genealogy (GenTech), plus much more.

? ?????? Vendors are packing the exhibit hall. ? Come and visit with some of the
leaders in the industry that will be exhibiting. ? See what your patrons are using
to do their genealogical research. ?

o ?? The vendor hall has some of the popular vendors already on board such as
Ancestry.com, Archives.com, e-ImageData Corp, E-Z Photo Scan, FamilySearch.org,
FindMyPast, Fold3, Movaco and ST Imaging, to name a few.

o ?? Booksellers and magazine publishers will be represented.

o ?? Societies from across the country will be there as well.

o ?? Educational opportunities ? Boston University will have a booth if librarians
or patrons would like to expand their education. ? Also, certification groups will
be there to explain the steps needed to become a professional researcher and/or
just expand your working knowledge.

o ?? One of the best kept secrets about the exhibit hall? ? It is a great place to
network with genealogists, vendors and speakers!

Costs:

o ?? Librarian?s Day is free and includes lunch . ? Seating is limited to 90
participants, so you will need to register.

o ?? Full conference registration opens up early December 2012, with early bird
registration ending on 19 March 2013. ? The full registration for over 150 talks is
just $195!

o ?? Meal cost (breakfast, lunches and banquet) range from $24.00 to $51.00
(banquet).

o ?? Meals are served ? in the hotel, vendor area (hot dog type) and local
restaurants.

o ?? Tours are separate cost ranging from $74.00 for the Hoover Dam to $58.00 for
Night Tour. ? There is also a Museums Tour priced at $48.00.

o ?? Registration is now opened at
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/attendee_registration .

o ?? Librarians' Day is now open at http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/librarians_day .

o ?? Need to save money? ? There is even ?looking for a roommate? site.

o ?? Tips can be found on the NGS Blog can be linked to from the conference site of
NGS. ? The blog will keep you connected with tours and other fun stuff to do while
in the city. ?

Please share this information with librarians in your state. ? The educational
benefit and the networking make this national conference a must-attend in 2013. ?
If you have any additional questions I can be reached at Ancestry.com at 801-7057892 or by e-mail of kharrison at ancestry.com . ? Thank you for your help in
spreading the word about this great event.
I look forward to seeing you in Las Vegas!

? Kim S. Harrison

NGS Librarians? Day Chair

2013 NGS Annual Conference ? Las Vegas, NV
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From philipsutton at nypl.org Thu Feb 7 11:42:59 2013
From: philipsutton at nypl.org (Philip Sutton)
Date: Thu, 7 Feb 2013 11:42:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society
Presentation at New York Public Library, February 19th.
Message-ID: <CAGvAnk1DkX0Uc3=7m-hFpYPhND6jndvwVpj6gnDLvuqYuGpS5g@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all
Posting news about this potentially very popular presentation, pertaining
to African-American genealogy, at the New York Public Library, on February
19th, that may be of interest to your patrons.
Family Legacies: Conversations with authors of a new book by the New York
Chapter of the Afro-American Historical & Genealogical
Society<http://www.nypl.org/events/programs/2013/02/19/conversations-authorsfamily-legacies-three-generation-project-compiled-w#.URE2lmv61eU.facebook>
Please feel free to spread the word!
Best,
Philip
-Philip Sutton
Librarian II
Milstein Division of United States History, Local History & Genealogy
The New York Public Library
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Room 121
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street
New York, NY 10018-2788
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From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thu Feb 7 18:45:56 2013
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 7 Feb 2013 23:45:56 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] I want to know "The Rest of the Story"!
Message-ID:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A1871E@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
Recently I came across a very interesting article in a local paper from 1905:
Daily Herald - 7 July 1905
TRACING A LOST DAUGHTER
After Years of Separation Mother has a
Clue to Whereabouts of her
Daughter
The following special to the Record may be of interest to the many
people in Parker County. G.F. Bell, who is referred to here, resided in the Veal
Station community about fifteen years ago, and not in Weatherford as stated:
Guthrie, O.T., July 3 - (Special.) - For the first time in twentyfour years, Mrs. Julia Hunter of Cripple Creek, Colo., has found a trace of her
daughter and is now in Mangum, O.T. trying to locate her. She is assisted by
Sheriff Jasper Nelson and County Attorney Thacker and hopes to find the girl, whom
she believes is being concealed by G.F. Bell, a resident of Mangum and a former
husband of Mrs. Hunter. The long lost daughter is the only child of Mrs. Hunter and
Bell, from whom the woman secured a divorce in 1879.
Until Mrs. Hunter received a letter recently from a sister in
Chillicothe, Mo., she had not heard anything definite concerning either Bell or her
daughter in many years. When she was divorced from Bell, the court gave the little
girl, Lurah Annie Bell, to the mother. At that time the child was six years old.
Soon afterward, however, Bell managed to get possession of the child, taking her
first to Weatherford, Texas, where she was kept for several years. The mother
expended all her money in trying to locate the girl, and at times secured remote
rumors concerning her whereabouts, but finally had to give up the search. The
mother has been twice married since her divorce from Bell and Bell is also married
again, having a wife and several children in Mangum.
Recently a letter reached a sister of Mrs. Hunter in Chillicothe
signed by Lurah Annie Bell. The latter was asking for information regarding her
mother. Soon afterward a letter was received also from G.F. Bell, who also wanted
to know the whereabouts of his former wife in order to dispose of a piece of
property owned by him and his first wife. He could not sell the property without
his first wife's signature to the deed. The sister in Chillicothe immediately
forwarded the letter from Lurah Annie Bell to Mrs. Hunter at Cripple Creek and the
latter at once wired her daughter at Mangum, stating she would start for Mangum in
a few days to meet the daughter. Mrs. Hunter was delayed in Cripple Creek longer
than she had anticipated, and when she finally arrived in Mangum, she was unable to
find the girl, although she saw Bell, her first husband, and had a conference with
him. Bell stated the girl was out on his ranch and would return in a few days, but
afterwards changed the story, saying she was in Weatherford, Texas, visiting
friends.
Believing that Bell is concealing the daughter's whereabouts Mrs.
Hunter called upon Sheriff Nelson for assistance and a thorough search has
commenced. The officers believe that the letter, purporting to be written by Lurah
Annie Bell, is a forgery and was written with the intention of getting Mrs. Hunter
to Mangum. Citizens of Mangum have never known any such woman as Lurah Annie Bell.
Mrs. Hunter will remain in Mangum several days and if the daughter is not found
will proceed to Weatherford and other Texas cities, renewing the search. Mrs.
Hunter is perhaps 50 years old, intelligent, diplomatic in bearing and courteous.
Bell lives in a humble home in Mangum with his second wife.
My question is: Did the mother ever locate the daughter? I check census records and
Texas bmd, but the father moved around so I have no idea where the daughter might
have been.
Have you ever come across a story that just grabs at you and you really want to

know "the rest of the story" ala Paul Harvey? And these families are not related to
me. Am I crazy for being so involved in other people's lives? Maybe it's because
when I read for pleasure it usually mysteries and this is indeed a mystery.
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4160
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
________________________________
Weatherford is a family focused community known for valuing historic traditions
while planning for the future. It is a safe, livable city with a healthy economy
that recognizes the importance of working with citizens and local partners.
This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or
incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Feb 8 09:22:00 2013
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 8 Feb 2013 09:22:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] I want to know "The Rest of the Story"!
In-Reply-To:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A1871E@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
References:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A1871E@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE46CE23F9E9F@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Any researcher with an imagination and a streak of romanticism gets caught up in
things like this all time. A colleague and I were looking at records for a family
just yesterday and wondering about "the rest of the story." While looking for
someone else, I found a family of free African-Americans in the 1860 census, a
woman with 10 children ranging in age from 19 down to 2, with no adult male in the
household. None of them were listed with an occupation, including the older teenage
sons. Who was supporting this household? Had they always been free, or had an
owner emancipated them?
We see the landmarks of people's whole lives in just a few minutes-birth, family,

marriage, children, death of family members, like someone with a crystal ball.
Wills can be particularly fascinating as some children receive a dollar since they
have already been given their "share" or have unpaid loans, and daughters are left
money or interest in a business that is specified to be kept out of the hands of
their husbands.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen Poznick
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 6:46 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] I want to know "The Rest of the Story"!
Recently I came across a very interesting article in a local paper from 1905:
Daily Herald - 7 July 1905
TRACING A LOST DAUGHTER
After Years of Separation Mother has a
Clue to Whereabouts of her
Daughter
The following special to the Record may be of interest to the many
people in Parker County. G.F. Bell, who is referred to here, resided in the Veal
Station community about fifteen years ago, and not in Weatherford as stated:
Guthrie, O.T., July 3 - (Special.) - For the first time in twentyfour years, Mrs. Julia Hunter of Cripple Creek, Colo., has found a trace of her
daughter and is now in Mangum, O.T. trying to locate her. She is assisted by
Sheriff Jasper Nelson and County Attorney Thacker and hopes to find the girl, whom
she believes is being concealed by G.F. Bell, a resident of Mangum and a former
husband of Mrs. Hunter. The long lost daughter is the only child of Mrs. Hunter and
Bell, from whom the woman secured a divorce in 1879.
Until Mrs. Hunter received a letter recently from a sister in
Chillicothe, Mo., she had not heard anything definite concerning either Bell or her
daughter in many years. When she was divorced from Bell, the court gave the little
girl, Lurah Annie Bell, to the mother. At that time the child was six years old.
Soon afterward, however, Bell managed to get possession of the child, taking her
first to Weatherford, Texas, where she was kept for several years. The mother
expended all her money in trying to locate the girl, and at times secured remote
rumors concerning her whereabouts, but finally had to give up the search. The
mother has been twice married since her divorce from Bell and Bell is also married
again, having a wife and several children in Mangum.
Recently a letter reached a sister of Mrs. Hunter in Chillicothe
signed by Lurah Annie Bell. The latter was asking for information regarding her
mother. Soon afterward a letter was received also from G.F. Bell, who also wanted
to know the whereabouts of his former wife in order to dispose of a piece of
property owned by him and his first wife. He could not sell the property without
his first wife's signature to the deed. The sister in Chillicothe immediately
forwarded the letter from Lurah Annie Bell to Mrs. Hunter at Cripple Creek and the
latter at once wired her daughter at Mangum, stating she would start for Mangum in
a few days to meet the daughter. Mrs. Hunter was delayed in Cripple Creek longer
than she had anticipated, and when she finally arrived in Mangum, she was unable to
find the girl, although she saw Bell, her first husband, and had a conference with
him. Bell stated the girl was out on his ranch and would return in a few days, but

afterwards changed the story, saying she was in Weatherford, Texas, visiting
friends.
Believing that Bell is concealing the daughter's whereabouts Mrs.
Hunter called upon Sheriff Nelson for assistance and a thorough search has
commenced. The officers believe that the letter, purporting to be written by Lurah
Annie Bell, is a forgery and was written with the intention of getting Mrs. Hunter
to Mangum. Citizens of Mangum have never known any such woman as Lurah Annie Bell.
Mrs. Hunter will remain in Mangum several days and if the daughter is not found
will proceed to Weatherford and other Texas cities, renewing the search. Mrs.
Hunter is perhaps 50 years old, intelligent, diplomatic in bearing and courteous.
Bell lives in a humble home in Mangum with his second wife.
My question is: Did the mother ever locate the daughter? I check census records and
Texas bmd, but the father moved around so I have no idea where the daughter might
have been.
Have you ever come across a story that just grabs at you and you really want to
know "the rest of the story" ala Paul Harvey? And these families are not related to
me. Am I crazy for being so involved in other people's lives? Maybe it's because
when I read for pleasure it usually mysteries and this is indeed a mystery.
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4160
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov<mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
________________________________
Weatherford is a family focused community known for valuing historic traditions
while planning for the future. It is a safe, livable city with a healthy economy
that recognizes the importance of working with citizens and local partners.
This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or
incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
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From claytonduplicates at gmail.com Fri Feb 8 13:55:05 2013
From: claytonduplicates at gmail.com (Clayton Duplicates)
Date: Fri, 8 Feb 2013 12:55:05 -0600

Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals KY LA Free For Postage or Swap
Message-ID: <CAB-k0PZCdA8buPa4oOczLR112yM+cjVcWkrUaQjtaGNbCrpy=g@mail.gmail.com>
Please reply to claytonduplicates at gmail.com
address in block form.

and include your mailing

Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research, via its volunteer group
Clayton Library Friends has the following duplicate periodicals available
free for postage or will swap.
KY
Ancestral News, v 25-3,4 (26 27 28 green hardbound) 29-1 33-4
Back Home In KY, v 1948-Spr,Aut 1949-Win 1989-J/F,M/J,J/A,S/O, N/D
1991-S/O
Bulletin of KY Hist Soc, v 7 9 10
KY Ancestors, v 5-4 6-4 7-2,3 8-3,4 11-3 12 13-3,4 14-3
15-2,3 17 17-4 18 18-1,2,4
19-1,2
20 20 20-1 21 21 22 22 23-1,2,3 23-1,2 24 25-1,3,4 26 27-1
32-1,2,4
Muhlenberg Co Heritage, v 2 3 4 5
The Register (KY Hist Soc), v 69 70 70-4 71-1,2,3 72-2,4 73 73-2,3,4
74-1,2,3 74-1,2
76-1 77-3,4 77-4 78 78-1,4 79 79 79-1,2,4 79-2
80 80-1 80-1 81-1,2,3 81-1,2 82 83 83-3,4 84-1,2,4 85-1,2 86 89
90 92-1,2,3 95-2,3,4
Shakin and Diggin, v 22-4
Traces, v 11-1,2 12-1,2,4 18 19 23-4 28-1,4 29 30-1,2,4
LA
Acadian Gen Exchange, v 17-3,4 19-1,3 21-1
Ascension Roots, v 12-1,2 15 16
Baton Rouge Newsletter, v 2-2,3 3 4
Central LA Gen Soc Quarterly, , v 21 23-3,4 24 25
The Genie, v 18-4 Table Contents Index 1967-93
Jambalaya, v 8
Journal E Ascension Gen & Hist Soc, v 9 11 11-1
Le Baton Rouge, v 9 10 10-1 11
Le Raconteur, v 9-3,4 14-1 17-2 18 18-1,2 18-1,2
19-1,3,4
20-2,3,4 20-2 23-2
Legacy Newsletter State Archives & Records, v 6-1
LA Genealogical Register, v 36 51-2
N LA Gen Soc Journal, v 15-1,2

19

19-1,3,4

Please make postage reimbursement check payable to Clayton Library Friends
and mail to
Clayton Library Friends
PO Box 271078
Houston, TX 77277-1078
If you are interested in swapping please send your list of available
genealogy periodicals.
Cathy Fitch
claytonduplicates at gmail.com
Volunteer, Clayton Library Friends
http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org
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URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130208/
e37ac50e/attachment.html>
From gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us Sun Feb 10 13:30:16 2013
From: gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us (Gwendolyn Mayer)
Date: Sun, 10 Feb 2013 13:30:16 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <1715145320.1420970.1360520849442.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
Message-ID: <648238410.1421056.1360521016683.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
hi all.
I have a quick question for the group. It was my understanding that Ancestry
recently purchased Archives.com. When my patrons are on Ancestry Library Edition
sometimes they are linked to a sources on Archives.com and when they click to that
site --there is nothing. They can not access the information. We do not have a
subscription to Archives.com. will this always happen if we do not subscribe to
Archives.com? Anyone else have relevant experiences or suggestions?
Gwendolyn Mayer (gwen)
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236
330-653-6658 EXT. 1017
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130210/3bd61a24/
attachment.html>
From annemitchell at outlook.com Sun Feb 10 14:01:52 2013
From: annemitchell at outlook.com (Anne Mitchell)
Date: Sun, 10 Feb 2013 11:01:52 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <648238410.1421056.1360521016683.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
References: <1715145320.1420970.1360520849442.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>,
<648238410.1421056.1360521016683.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
Message-ID: <BAY176-W16730D8A3E530B8581548FC60B0@phx.gbl>
Gwendolyn,
Do you have a specific title that is being linked to?
those.

We should not be showing

I will check when I get into the office tomorrow.
Anne Mitchell
Ancestry.com
Date: Sun, 10 Feb 2013 13:30:16 -0500
From: gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
hi all.I have a quick question for the group. It was my understanding that Ancestry

recently purchased Archives.com.When my patrons are on Ancestry Library Edition
sometimes they are linked to a sources on Archives.com and when they click to that
site --there is nothing. They can not access the information. We do not have a
subscription to Archives.com. will this always happen if we do not subscribe to
Archives.com? Anyone else have relevant experiences or suggestions?
Gwendolyn Mayer (gwen)
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236
330-653-6658 EXT. 1017
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From agh3rd at aol.com Sun Feb 10 15:03:09 2013
From: agh3rd at aol.com (agh3rd at aol.com)
Date: Sun, 10 Feb 2013 15:03:09 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <648238410.1421056.1360521016683.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
References: <648238410.1421056.1360521016683.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>
Message-ID: <8CFD5E0C83CCAED-1670-3BC0A@webmail-d023.sysops.aol.com>
You need a subscription to both. Although owned by Ancestry it (and
Fold3) are being run as separate companies.

-----Original Message----From: Gwendolyn Mayer <gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sun, Feb 10, 2013 12:30 pm
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
hi all.
I have a quick question for the group. It was my understanding that
Ancestry recently purchased Archives.com.When my patrons are on
Ancestry Library Edition sometimes they are linked to a sources on
Archives.com and when they click to that site --there is nothing. They
can not access the information. We do not have a subscription to
Archives.com.?will this always happen if we do not subscribe to
Archives.com??Anyone else have?relevant?experiences or suggestions?
Gwendolyn Mayer (gwen)
Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236

330-653-6658 EXT. 1017

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From annemitchell at outlook.com Mon Feb 11 12:55:59 2013
From: annemitchell at outlook.com (Anne Mitchell)
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2013 09:55:59 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <8CFD5E0C83CCAED-1670-3BC0A@webmail-d023.sysops.aol.com>
References: <648238410.1421056.1360521016683.JavaMail.root@email.clevnet.org>,
<8CFD5E0C83CCAED-1670-3BC0A@webmail-d023.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <BAY176-W159073E4804D524B146C8EC60A0@phx.gbl>
I've done some checking and I can't figure out which title is redirecting you in
this way. We should not be listing Archives titles in the Library edition that
redirect you elsewhere.
If Gwen or anyone else can supply the title or titles, I would greatly appreciate
it.
Anne
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
From: agh3rd at aol.com
Date: Sun, 10 Feb 2013 15:03:09 -0500
Subject: Re: [Genealib] (no subject)
You need a subscription to both. Although owned by Ancestry it (and
Fold3) are being run as separate companies.

-----Original Message----From: Gwendolyn Mayer <gwen.mayer at hudson.lib.oh.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sun, Feb 10, 2013 12:30 pm
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
hi all.
I have a quick question for the group. It was my understanding that
Ancestry recently purchased Archives.com.When my patrons are on
Ancestry Library Edition sometimes they are linked to a sources on
Archives.com and when they click to that site --there is nothing. They
can not access the information. We do not have a subscription to
Archives.com. will this always happen if we do not subscribe to
Archives.com? Anyone else have relevant experiences or suggestions?
Gwendolyn Mayer (gwen)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Archivist
Hudson Library & Historical Society
96 Library Street
Hudson, OH 44236
330-653-6658 EXT. 1017

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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e055f941/attachment.html>
From kmccallum at aapld.org Mon Feb 11 13:57:23 2013
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2013 12:57:23 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3, Fold3 Plus, Fold3 Holocaust and Fold3.com
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_VF3hk1tBW7DrUd8M-7NvEy8jmKuaa0tf6DkHPzZANgjw@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Colleagues,
Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various
versions of Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched
through the archive, and although this topic was addressed, it doesn't seem
to apply to our situation. As far as I know, all of these products are
available for remote access.
See the promotional flyer at
http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf
There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
Fold3 Holocaust Archives
Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
your institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?
Thank you in advance for your expertise.
Sincerely,
Kristen McCallum, MLS
Reference Librarian

Does

Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130211/692719fc/
attachment.html>
From Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Feb 11 14:04:39 2013
From: Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov (Wickstead, Laura)
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2013 19:04:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books
Message-ID:
<EBD0924AE769B143820726B17F798B2610923330@ffxexmgc02.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Please respond to Fran at bfm1010 at cox.net<mailto:bfm1010 at cox.net>.
Thank you,
Laura
Laura S. Wickstead
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional
Library<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/fx/default.htm>
10360 North Street
Fairfax, VA 22030-2514
VA Room: 703-293-6227 x6
Office: 703-293-2136
Fax: 703-293-2155
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130211/0e31d623/
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2013JanBooks.xls
Type: application/vnd.ms-excel
Size: 73216 bytes
Desc: 2013JanBooks.xls
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130211/0e31d623/
attachment-0001.xls>
From Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Feb 11 14:10:38 2013
From: Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov (Wickstead, Laura)
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2013 19:10:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books
Message-ID:
<EBD0924AE769B143820726B17F798B261092335E@ffxexmgc02.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Please respond to Fran at bfm1010 at cox.net<mailto:bfm1010 at cox.net>.
Thank you,
Laura
Laura S. Wickstead

Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional
Library<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/fx/default.htm>
10360 North Street
Fairfax, VA 22030-2514
VA Room: 703-293-6227 x6
Office: 703-293-2136
Fax: 703-293-2155
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130211/64679dde/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------An embedded and charset-unspecified text was scrubbed...
Name: Jan 2012.txt
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130211/64679dde/
attachment.txt>
From kmccallum at aapld.org Mon Feb 11 15:56:43 2013
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2013 14:56:43 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_X7e6TX=LHXLpT84SR1vC27m+ZeE-DkycXCQmxH62dBPg@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Colleagues,
Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various
versions of Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched
through the archive, and although this topic was addressed, it doesn't seem
to apply to our situation. As far as I know, all of these products are
available for remote access.
See the promotional flyer at
http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf
There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
Fold3 Holocaust Archives
Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
your institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?

Does

Thank you in advance for your expertise.
Sincerely,
Kristen McCallum, MLS
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130211/

f7d315ad/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Feb 12 10:18:29 2013
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 10:18:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
Message-ID: <511A16F5020000AA00031CD4@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Our library system subscribes to Fold3 Plus. This consists of the "regular" Fold3
History and Genealogy Archives, but also the Native American, African American,
Holocaust, WWII and Revolutionary Archives. There is also some information on the
"U.S. Bureau of Investigation" case file archives. This was the precursor to the
FBI, so all the gangsters from the 1930s aren't listed :(
I have found the Native American Archive with it's Dawe's Rolls to be very helpful.
However, I would be interested in knowing how it compares to and differs from the
"home" version.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Kristen McCallum 02/11/13 3:57 PM >>>
Dear Colleagues,
Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various versions of
Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched through the archive, and
although this topic was addressed, it doesn't seem to apply to our situation. As
far as I know, all of these products are available for remote access.
See the promotional flyer at
http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf

There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
Fold3 Holocaust Archives
Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?
Thank you in advance for your expertise.
Sincerely,

Does your

Kristen McCallum, MLS
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From harrisonkim at q.com Tue Feb 12 11:48:15 2013
From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 11:48:15 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian's Day at National Genealogical Society
Annual Conference - Las Vegas - 7th May 2013 (Tuesday)
In-Reply-To:
<1046526020.1170609.1360254865124.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
Message-ID:
<1092436212.1261072.1360687695685.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

Good morning:

I just learned the rooms we will be using for the Librarian's Day at the NGS
conference.? The lectures will be in Ballroom F and the lunch will be next door in
Ballroom D/E.? A reminder that the space is limited to 100, so hurry and sign up
for this exciting day.? I look forward to seeing you all there.

Kim
Kim S. Harrison
NGS Librarians? Day Chair
2013 NGS Annual Conference ? Las Vegas, NV
kharrison at ancestry.com

----- Original Message ----From: harrisonkim at q.com
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Kim Harrison" <kharrison at ancestry.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 7, 2013 9:34:25 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian's Day at National Genealogical Society Annual
Conference - Las Vegas - 7th May 2013 (Tuesday)

Good morning:
?
I just wanted to refresh your memory about this upcoming event for librarians.?
Librarian's Day is hosted by ProQuest and the National Genealogical Society to
promote education and network for librarian's serving the genealogical community.?
Seating is limited to 100 so do not leave this to the last minute to register for
this great day!
The URL for Librarian?s Day and/or the full conference registration can be found at
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/librarians_day . ? The conference audience includes
librarians, archivists, students, vendors, professional researchers, bloggers and
historians, to name a few.
Conference Dates:
? ?????? NGS Annual Conference is 8-11 May 2013
? ?????? NGS Librarians? Day is Tuesday, 7 May 2013
Location:
? ?????? LVH-Las Vegas Hotel & Casino, 3000 Paradise Road, Las Vegas, NV 89109
o ?? Phone 702-732-511
o ?? http://www.thelvh.com/ ???????????
o ?? Hotel room rates $119 for a single or doubles, additional folks is $35.00
o ?? Free parking
o ?? Ten minutes from McCarran International Airport
Librarians? Day Agenda:
? ?????? 8:45 a.m.?9:00 a.m. Welcome
? ?????? 9:00 a.m.?9:45 a.m. James K. Jeffrey, ?Confessions from the Reference
Desk?
Reference interviews can be a lot like pulling teeth. Discover interrogatory
techniques from one of America?s most outrageous genealogy librarians! (James K.
Jeffrey, collection specialist in genealogy, Denver Public Library, is past
president of Colorado Council of Genealogical Societies and Society of the Rocky
Mountain Archivists.)
? ?????? 10:00 a.m.?11:00 a.m. Jana Sloan Broglin, cg, ogsf , ?Hookers, Crooks, and
Kooks: Aunt Merle Didn?t Run a Boarding House? Learn about the black sheep and
scalawags in your family. (Jana Sloan Broglin, cg, ogsf , a former FGS director and
OGS trustee, is a member of APG, GSG, ISFHWE, and NEHGS.)
? ?????? 11:15 a.m.?12:15 p.m. Crista Cowan, ?Fact or Fiction: Finding Truth in
Family Legends of Famous Relations? This session will focus on methods and
resources for ferreting out the truth in generations of family stories passed along

and embellished over time. ? (Crista Cowan, the Barefoot Genealogist, has worked at
Ancestry.com since 2004; her interest in family history reaches back to childhood.)
? ?????? 12:15 p.m.?2:00 p.m. Lunch, William Forsyth, ProQuest Presentation.
? ?????? 2:15 p.m.?3:15 p.m. David E. Rencher, ag, cg, figrs, fuga , ?Strategies
for Assisting Patrons to Find Their Irish Immigrants? This presentation focuses on
helping library patrons succeed in the sources and methods for identifying Irish
immigrants to North America using U.S. and Irish sources. ? (David Rencher, ag, cg,
figrs, fuga , is the chief genealogical officer for FamilySearch.)
? ?????? 3:30 p.m.?4:30 p.m. J. Mark Lowe, cg, fuga , ?Newspapers: The Story of the
West?
Newspapers are history?s first draft; could your ancestors be lurking on these
pages? Learn about using newspapers as a research tool. (J. Mark Lowe, cg, fuga ,
professional researcher and educator at SLIG, IGHR, and RIGS Alliance, works on
projects like "Who Do You Think You Are?")
Network Opportunities:
Opportunities exist to network with many other librarians and archivists at the NGS
Annual Conference. ? Here?s just a sampling of librarians and archivists who will
be speaking during the main conference:
1. Kerry Bartels is an archives specialist at NARA Pacific Region (Riverside)
in southern California. He has many years of experience as an archivist and
genealogist.
2. Pamela J. Cooper, national speaker, Florida State Genealogical Society
president, and Filby Award recipient; heads the genealogy department at Indian
River County Library, Vero Beach, Florida.
3. Jennifer Crowder Daugherty, MLS, manager of local and state history at
Cumberland County Public Library, North Carolina; chairs the ALA Genealogical
Publishing Company Award Committee.
4. G. David Dilts, AG, senior reference consultant in US reference at the
Family History Library, has served ICAPGen and the Utah Genealogical Association.
5. Joan E. Healey, AG, accredited in Midwestern States research, is a research
consultant at the Family History Library.
6. Jean Wilcox Hibben, PhD, CG, national speaker, author, APG board member, and
director of the Corona, California, FamilySearch Center; has a PhD in folklore and
an MA in speech communication.
7. James K. Jeffrey, collection specialist in genealogy, Denver Public Library,
is past president of Colorado Council of Genealogical Societies and the Society of
Rocky Mountain Archivists.
8. Ahmed Johnson, African American genealogy specialist at the Local History
and Genealogy Reading Room, Library of Congress; lectures at national, state, and
local conferences.?
9. Jeff Kintop is the state archivist at the Nevada State Library and Archives
and has spent thirty years working with Nevada historical sources.
10. Dawne Slater-Putt, CG, reference librarian at the Genealogy Center of the
Allen County Public Library, is recording secretary for the Board for Certification
of Genealogists.
11. James Sweany, twenty-year veteran of the Library of Congress, developed the
Library?s Native American genealogical resources and heads the Local History and
Genealogy Reading Room.
12. Beth Taylor, CG, research consultant in the US/Canada unit at the Family
History Library, has a BA in history.
13. Linda Turner-Gulbrandsen, AG, professional researcher and lecturer, is
manager of the US/Canada research consultant services unit for the Family History
Library.

14. Curt Witcher, MLS, FUGA, IGSF, manager at the Genealogy Center of the Allen
County Public Library, is a former president of the Federation of Genealogical
Societies and the National Genealogical Society, and founding president of the
Indiana Genealogical Society.
15. D. Joshua Taylor, MLS, North American business development manager for
brightsolid and findmypast.com, and is the incoming president of the Federation of
Genealogical Societies.
16. Kory Meyerink, MLS, AG, FUGA, professional genealogist, formerly with the
Family History Library, co-founded ProGenealogists, editor of Printed Sources , and
is adjunct professor at Brigham Young University and San Jose State University,
California.

Educational Growth:
? ?????? The four-day conference offers more than 150 lectures on researching
people and places of the West, migration to and from the West, law, military
records, immigration, methodology, academic history, family history writing, BCG
Skillbuilding, African American and other ethnic research, technological innovation
in genealogy (GenTech), plus much more.
? ?????? Vendors are packing the exhibit hall. ? Come and visit with some of the
leaders in the industry that will be exhibiting. ? See what your patrons are using
to do their genealogical research. ?
o ?? The vendor hall has some of the popular vendors already on board such as
Ancestry.com, Archives.com, e-ImageData Corp, E-Z Photo Scan, FamilySearch.org,
FindMyPast, Fold3, Movaco and ST Imaging, to name a few.
o ?? Booksellers and magazine publishers will be represented.
o ?? Societies from across the country will be there as well.
o ?? Educational opportunities ? Boston University will have a booth if librarians
or patrons would like to expand their education. ? Also, certification groups will
be there to explain the steps needed to become a professional researcher and/or
just expand your working knowledge.
o ?? One of the best kept secrets about the exhibit hall? ? It is a great place to
network with genealogists, vendors and speakers!
Costs:
o ?? Librarian?s Day is free and includes lunch . ? Seating is limited to 90
participants, so you will need to register.
o ?? Full conference registration opens up early December 2012, with early bird
registration ending on 19 March 2013. ? The full registration for over 150 talks is
just $195!
o ?? Meal cost (breakfast, lunches and banquet) range from $24.00 to $51.00
(banquet).
o ?? Meals are served ? in the hotel, vendor area (hot dog type) and local
restaurants.
o ?? Tours are separate cost ranging from $74.00 for the Hoover Dam to $58.00 for
Night Tour. ? There is also a Museums Tour priced at $48.00.

o ?? Registration is now opened at
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/attendee_registration .
o ?? Librarians' Day is now open at http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/librarians_day .
o ?? Need to save money? ? There is even ?looking for a roommate? site.
o ?? Tips can be found on the NGS Blog can be linked to from the conference site of
NGS. ? The blog will keep you connected with tours and other fun stuff to do while
in the city. ?
Please share this information with librarians in your state. ? The educational
benefit and the networking make this national conference a must-attend in 2013. ?
If you have any additional questions I can be reached at Ancestry.com at 801-7057892 or by e-mail of kharrison at ancestry.com . ? Thank you for your help in
spreading the word about this great event.
I look forward to seeing you in Las Vegas!
? Kim S. Harrison
NGS Librarians? Day Chair
2013 NGS Annual Conference ? Las Vegas, NV
?
_______________________________________________
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genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130212/
fa2d93f7/attachment.html>
From claytonduplicates at gmail.com Tue Feb 12 14:41:47 2013
From: claytonduplicates at gmail.com (Clayton Duplicates)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 13:41:47 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals ME to NC Free For Postage or Swap
Message-ID: <CAB-k0PYgP2HQxehBg+YCBHY9uGyz=uALsUAwT=ReTHv8cjBN5w@mail.gmail.com>
Please reply to claytonduplicates at gmail.com
address in block form.

and include your mailing

Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research, via its volunteer group
Clayton Library Friends has the following duplicate periodicals available
free for postage or will swap.
ME Bangor Historical Magazine later ME Historical Magazine, v 1to3 bound
together, Index 1885-94 pub 1993
both Special Publication No 14 green hardbound like new
MD
Carrolltonian, v 22-2
MD Magazine of Genealogy, v 2-2
Western MD Genealogy, v 7 8 8-1,2
MA

9-1,3,4

10-2,3,4

Plymouth Antiquarian Soc Archives & Anecdotes, 2002-Spr

2008-Spr

MN Genealogist, v 28-2

29-2,3,4

30-2,3

MS Genealogical Exchange, v 28-1
MO
Historical Review, v 99-4
Platte Co MO Hist & Gen Soc Bulletin, v 42-2,3
Ridge Runners, v 5 6 12 14
St Louis Gen Soc Quarterly, v 27-1,2

48-3

NEW ENGLAND
New England Ancestors, v 1-4 3-1 4-2,3,5,6 5-3 6-3,4,5,6 7-1,4 9
9-1 10-2,3,4
NEHGS Nexus, v 1 2 3 4-1,2,3,4,5 5 6-1,2,3,4,5 6-2 7 8-1,6
9 10
11 12
13-2,3,4,5,6 14 15-2,3,4,5,6
New England Hist & Gen Register, v 120 121 121 122 122-485 124 125
125 126 126-501,502 128-509,510,511 127-505,507,508 128-509,510,511
129 129-2,4 130 130 130-3 131 131-2,3,4 132
132-1,3,4 133 133 134 135 136 137 137-4 138 138-2,3 139
139-2,3,4 139-3
140 140 141 141 142 142-1,2 143 144 145 146 147 148-2,3 149-4
150-1 151-4 152-3,4 153-3 154 154-2 155-1,2 157-627,628
158-629,630
161-#643 162 163-651,652 164 165 166-662
NJ History, v 120-3,4
NY
NY Gen & Biog Record, v 139-2
NY Researcher, v 18-2 19-2,3

140-3
21-1

141-4

143-1

NC
Argyll Colony Plus, v 10-1,2,3 11-1,3 12-1,3
Johnson Journal, 20-2
Journal Gen Soc Davidson Co NC, v 1-1
NC Gen Soc Journal, v 21 22 23 23-1,3,4 24
NCGS News (NC Gen Soc), v 36-3

13-3
25-2

26

27

Please make postage reimbursement check payable to Clayton Library Friends
and mail to
Clayton Library Friends
PO Box 271078
Houston, TX 77277-1078
If you are interested in swapping please send your list of available
genealogy periodicals.
Cathy Fitch
claytonduplicates at gmail.com
Volunteer, Clayton Library Friends
http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From ystebbetsy at gmail.com Tue Feb 12 15:32:22 2013
From: ystebbetsy at gmail.com (Betsy Miller)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 15:32:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
In-Reply-To: <511A16F5020000AA00031CD4@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <511A16F5020000AA00031CD4@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CAKBNc2cZ45VQeOVydN0HRjVM8_m1gfS1xKeuT+9wW9k7Lqk0Rg@mail.gmail.com>
Looks like all of the "Fold3 Plus" collections are in the personal
subscription. (I'm a member since January 2007.)
Betsy Miller
Betsy R. Miller
Genealogical Researcher ~~~ Career Library Worker
<http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
<http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller>
Designed with WiseStamp <http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>Get
yours<http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 10:18 AM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our library system subscribes to Fold3 Plus. This consists of the
"regular" Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives, but also the Native
American, African American, Holocaust, WWII and Revolutionary Archives.
There is also some information on the "U.S. Bureau of Investigation" case
file archives. This was the precursor to the FBI, so all the gangsters
from the 1930s aren't listed :(
I have found the Native American Archive with it's Dawe's Rolls to be very
helpful. However, I would be interested in knowing how it compares to and
differs from the "home" version.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Kristen McCallum ** 02/11/13 3:57 PM >>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear Colleagues,
Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various
versions of Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched
through the archive, and although this topic was addressed, it doesn't seem
to apply to our situation. As far as I know, all of these products are
available for remote access.
See the promotional flyer at
http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf
There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
Fold3 Holocaust Archives
Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
your institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?

Does

Thank you in advance for your expertise.
Sincerely,
Kristen McCallum, MLS
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
**
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
Betsy R. Miller
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a virus.
Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me
but does not include this signature.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Feb 12 15:40:14 2013
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 15:40:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
Message-ID: <511A625E020000AA00031D6C@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>

There are other differences, but not sure of the extent. I know there's an SSDI
database on the personal site but haven't found it on the library version. Of
course there's the interactive tagging, etc as well.
Kim
>>> Betsy Miller 02/12/13 3:32 PM >>>
Looks like all of the "Fold3 Plus" collections are in the personal subscription.
(I'm a member since January 2007.)
Betsy Miller
Betsy R. Miller
Genealogical Researcher ~~~ Career Library Worker

Twitter
Designed with WiseStamp - Get yours

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 10:18 AM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Our library system subscribes to Fold3 Plus. This consists of the "regular" Fold3
History and Genealogy Archives, but also the Native American, African American,
Holocaust, WWII and Revolutionary Archives. There is also some information on the
"U.S. Bureau of Investigation" case file archives. This was the precursor to the
FBI, so all the gangsters from the 1930s aren't listed :(
I have found the Native American Archive with it's Dawe's Rolls to be very helpful.
However, I would be interested in knowing how it compares to and differs from the
"home" version.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Kristen McCallum
Dear Colleagues,

02/11/13 3:57 PM >>>

Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various versions of
Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched through the archive, and
although this topic was addressed, it doesn't seem to apply to our situation. As
far as I know, all of these products are available for remote access.
See the promotional flyer at
http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf

There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
Fold3 Holocaust Archives
Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?

Does your

Thank you in advance for your expertise.
Sincerely,
Kristen McCallum, MLS
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
Betsy R. Miller
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a virus. Please
check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me but does not
include this signature.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130212/
f7363516/attachment-0001.html>
From ystebbetsy at gmail.com Tue Feb 12 15:52:28 2013
From: ystebbetsy at gmail.com (Betsy Miller)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 15:52:28 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
In-Reply-To: <511A625E020000AA00031D6C@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <511A625E020000AA00031D6C@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CAKBNc2fsDZsY4Ve+6NwK9rA8SgG6-8+Xt6AgjyTR4XHXssc7eA@mail.gmail.com>

At least the SSDI at the Fold3 personal site is Free access, even if it's
not included in the institutional versions of Fold3. (Perhaps because
they're not sure how much longer they'll be able to offer access to the
SSDI at all?)
Betsy R. Miller
Genealogical Researcher ~~~ Career Library Worker
<http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
<http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller>
Designed with WiseStamp <http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360702258090&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>Get
yours<http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360702258090&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 3:40 PM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
> There are other differences, but not sure of the extent. I know there's an
> SSDI database on the personal site but haven't found it on the library
> version. Of course there's the interactive tagging, etc as well.
>
> Kim
>
>
> >>> Betsy Miller ** 02/12/13 3:32 PM >>>
>
> Looks like all of the "Fold3 Plus" collections are in the personal
> subscription. (I'm a member since January 2007.)
>
> Betsy Miller
>
> Betsy R. Miller
>
> Genealogical Researcher ~~~ Career Library Worker
>
>
> <http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
>
<http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller>
> Designed with WiseStamp > <http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>Get
> yours<http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>
>

>
>
> On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 10:18 AM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>> Our library system subscribes to Fold3 Plus. This consists of the
>> "regular" Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives, but also the Native
>> American, African American, Holocaust, WWII and Revolutionary Archives.
>> There is also some information on the "U.S. Bureau of Investigation" case
>> file archives. This was the precursor to the FBI, so all the gangsters
>> from the 1930s aren't listed :(
>>
>> I have found the Native American Archive with it's Dawe's Rolls to be
>> very helpful. However, I would be interested in knowing how it compares to
>> and differs from the "home" version.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Kim E. Dolce
>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>> kdolce at volusia.org
>>
>> >>> Kristen McCallum ** 02/11/13 3:57 PM >>>
>> Dear Colleagues,
>>
>> Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various
>> versions of Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched
>> through the archive, and although this topic was addressed, it doesn't seem
>> to apply to our situation. As far as I know, all of these products are
>> available for remote access.
>>
>> See the promotional flyer at
>> http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf
>>
>> There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
>>
>> Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
>> Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
>> Fold3 Holocaust Archives
>>
>> Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
>> Does your institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?
>>
>> Thank you in advance for your expertise.
>>
>> Sincerely,
>>
>> Kristen McCallum, MLS
>> Reference Librarian
>> Algonquin Area Public Library
>> Algonquin, IL 60102
>> **
>>
>> _______________________________________________

>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
>
> Betsy R. Miller
> http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
>
> This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a virus.
> Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me
> but does not include this signature. **
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
Betsy R. Miller
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a virus.
Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me
but does not include this signature.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130212/
ebb5dba2/attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Tue Feb 12 16:06:33 2013
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 16:06:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Conference: In Search of Freedom: African Americans and
the Civil War
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw8aVSOTuozvOr-FgNh5dMjPB3C0btEy5Q-UKLyyijuAYg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPXojw8ZpYceK9DnitJDMRwKPiDhEXP=D9Ta2k5PJ8bWEiQL_w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAPXojw8aVSOTuozvOr-FgNh5dMjPB3C0btEy5Q-UKLyyijuAYg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw_SQRcxP8c3EOc5My2-7b7gpV7BGR_herb9fVTAgD=Zdg@mail.gmail.com>
Thought could be of interest to those in the Maryland\PA\VA\WVA area.
Mary Mannix
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Dean Herrin [mailto:DHerrin at frederick.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 3:35 PM
In Search of Freedom: African Americans and the Civil War
Location: Frederick Community College, Frederick, Maryland

Conference Date: March 1-2, 2013
The sesquicentennial of the American Civil War provides an opportunity
to reassess our understanding of the conflict, and the motivations and
experiences of the participants. The role of African Americans,
enslaved and free, is of particular interest. How did the Underground
Railroad help start the war? Who was responsible for emancipation?
What role did African American soldiers play both militarily and
politically? Did Freedmen?s Bureau schools after the war make a
difference? Join us March 1-2 to discuss these and other topics at
?In Search of Freedom: African Americans and the Civil War,? a
conference sponsored by the Catoctin Center for Regional Studies at
Frederick Community College in Frederick, Maryland.
Keynote speakers and topics include James McPherson, "Black Men in
Blue: African American Soldiers in the Civil War," and Barbara Fields,
"Was Emancipation a War Crime?" Other presentations include:
Introductory Remarks, Robert Stanton, Senior Advisor to the Secretary
of the Interior, and former Director of the National Park Service
?States? Rights vs. Human Rights: African Americans and the Path to
Emancipation,? Cheryl LaRoche, Lecturer, University of Maryland
?Running from Slavery to the Center of the Action: Slave Refugees and
the Union Army,? Chandra Manning, Associate Professor, Department of
History, Georgetown University
?Photography and Freedom: Representations of Black Americans in the
Era of Emancipation,?
Barbara Krauthamer, Associate Professor, History Department,
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
?Resurrecting African American Lives in Maryland through Antebellum
Era Records,? Chris Haley, Director, Study of the Legacy of Slavery in
Maryland, Maryland State Archives
?African Americans and the Civil War in the Crossroads of War:
Maryland and the Border in the Civil War Website,? Dean Herrin, Acting
Regional Historian, National Park Service
?Crossing Freedom?s Fault Line: How the Underground Railroad and the
Mason- Dixon Line Caused the Civil War,? Scott Hancock, Associate
Professor of History & Africana Studies, Gettysburg College
??They want to send their children to school?: The Freedmen?s Bureau
in the Daily Lives of African Americans, 1865-1872,? Edie Wallace,
Historian, Paula S. Reed & Associates, Hagerstown, Maryland
For a full schedule and registration information, please see the
conference website at:
http://insearchoffreedomconference2013.wildapricot.org
Direct questions to Dean Herrin, 301-624-2773, dherrin at frederick.edu,
or Barbara Powell, 301-624-2803, bpowell at frederick.edu
From mkmannix at gmail.com Tue Feb 12 16:12:06 2013
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 16:12:06 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] MidAtlantic Regional Archives Spring 2013 (Erie)
Conference Program Available (April 25-27, 2013)
Message-ID: <CAPXojw8kkvUX7baCuU2dV+3kGun-ss3CDJWNSBnwkJ_f8VJVDQ@mail.gmail.com>
* MARAC is
2013 Erie,
program is
conference

pleased to share that the online registration for the Spring
PA conference is now available! *Please note that the conference
available in electronic (PDF) format only. You may view the
program at www.marac.info ("Upcoming Conferences" page).

*Additional announcements:*
- Erie increased the tax rate on January 1. The occupancy tax in Erie is
6% State and 7% Local, for a total of 13%. Therefore, MARAC guests will pay
a total of $168.37 per night for room and tax. Please note the change from
the rate that is listed in the conference program.
- T1 registration limit is 20 people. T2 registration limit is 12
people. (The registration limits for T1 and T2 are not listed in the
conference program.)
- *MARAC Meeting & Travel Assistance Awards:* The Mid-Atlantic Regional
Archives Conference (MARAC) offers travel assistance awards for attendance
at the Spring 2013 MARAC meeting, April 25-27, 2013 in Erie, PA. The
deadline to apply for the Spring 2013 conference scholarships is *March
10*. Scholarship funds can be used for conference registration,
workshops, hotel, conference meals, and other applicable travel expenses.
To be eligible, an individual must currently live or work in an archival or
archives-related position in the MARAC region, or be enrolled as a graduate
student in a program that includes courses in archival administration.
To apply, submit a current resume, a cover letter including a statement
of the expected benefits of attending the MARAC meeting and a letter or
email reference from a person with knowledge of the applicant's work or
educational program. All scholarship applications should be sent by email
to Brian Keough (bkeough at albany.edu), current chair of the MARAC
Education Committee.
Mary Mannix
Vice Chair,
MARAC
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130212/
ce99ddc1/attachment.html>
From kmccallum at aapld.org Tue Feb 12 17:01:22 2013
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 16:01:22 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
In-Reply-To: <CAKBNc2cZ45VQeOVydN0HRjVM8_m1gfS1xKeuT+9wW9k7Lqk0Rg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <511A16F5020000AA00031CD4@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>

<CAKBNc2cZ45VQeOVydN0HRjVM8_m1gfS1xKeuT+9wW9k7Lqk0Rg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_VvPsVsPqAjMoLo9dqvP5S7O3Y6=pqU+9+vYOuLu0QyTA@mail.gmail.com>
Betsy, Kim, et al.,
Thank you for responding. I also subscribe to the "consumer version" and I
think that's why I was further confused. The consumer version includes the
WWII Draft Registrations (Old Man's Draft), for example, but nothing is
mentioned about WW II Records in the "non-plus" version of Fold3 for
libraries.
So it looks like if I want to have access to most of the record groups I'm
used to seeing in the consumer version, we will need to subscribe to Fold3
Plus.
It was unclear whether the plus version included additional content from
EBSCO or if the content from Fold3 was divided up into different products.
It appears to be the later. Since there is only one Fold3 version available
for consumers, it doesn't make much sense to me why there are 3 different
products available for sale from EBSCO. It just creates more confusion.
Oh well.
Anyway, thanks again for your help!
all.

I couldn't do what I do without you

Kind Regards,
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 6012

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 2:32 PM, Betsy Miller <ystebbetsy at gmail.com> wrote:
> Looks like all of the "Fold3 Plus" collections are in the personal
> subscription. (I'm a member since January 2007.)
>
> Betsy Miller
>
> Betsy R. Miller
>
> Genealogical Researcher ~~~ Career Library Worker
>
>
> <http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
>
<http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller>
> Designed with WiseStamp > <http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>Get
> yours<http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>

>
>
>
> On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 10:18 AM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>> Our library system subscribes to Fold3 Plus. This consists of the
>> "regular" Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives, but also the Native
>> American, African American, Holocaust, WWII and Revolutionary Archives.
>> There is also some information on the "U.S. Bureau of Investigation" case
>> file archives. This was the precursor to the FBI, so all the gangsters
>> from the 1930s aren't listed :(
>>
>> I have found the Native American Archive with it's Dawe's Rolls to be
>> very helpful. However, I would be interested in knowing how it compares to
>> and differs from the "home" version.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Kim E. Dolce
>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>> kdolce at volusia.org
>>
>> >>> Kristen McCallum ** 02/11/13 3:57 PM >>>
>> Dear Colleagues,
>>
>> Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various
>> versions of Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched
>> through the archive, and although this topic was addressed, it doesn't seem
>> to apply to our situation. As far as I know, all of these products are
>> available for remote access.
>>
>> See the promotional flyer at
>> http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf
>>
>> There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
>>
>> Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
>> Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
>> Fold3 Holocaust Archives
>>
>> Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
>> Does your institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?
>>
>> Thank you in advance for your expertise.
>>
>> Sincerely,
>>
>> Kristen McCallum, MLS
>> Reference Librarian
>> Algonquin Area Public Library
>> Algonquin, IL 60102
>> **
>>

>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
>
> Betsy R. Miller
> http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
>
> This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a virus.
> Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me
> but does not include this signature.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130212/210b3860/
attachment.html>
From agh3rd at aol.com Tue Feb 12 20:39:49 2013
From: agh3rd at aol.com (agh3rd at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 20:39:49 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
In-Reply-To: <CAJv_p_VvPsVsPqAjMoLo9dqvP5S7O3Y6=pqU+9+vYOuLu0QyTA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <511A16F5020000AA00031CD4@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAKBNc2cZ45VQeOVydN0HRjVM8_m1gfS1xKeuT+9wW9k7Lqk0Rg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJv_p_VvPsVsPqAjMoLo9dqvP5S7O3Y6=pqU+9+vYOuLu0QyTA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8CFD7A2257335B1-BAC-A87E@webmail-d051.sysops.aol.com>
It may be that it is simply a way of providing different price entry
points for libraries (i.e. a marketing thing more than anything else).
Andy Hatchett
Acting Secretary
Family History Information Standards Organisation
www.fhiso.org
-----Original Message----From: Kristen McCallum <kmccallum at aapld.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tue, Feb 12, 2013 4:01 pm
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
Betsy, Kim, et al.,
Thank you for responding. ?I also subscribe to the "consumer version"
and I think that's why I was further confused. ?The consumer version

includes the WWII Draft Registrations (Old Man's Draft), for example,
but nothing is mentioned about WW II Records in the "non-plus" version
of Fold3 for libraries. ?
So it looks like if I want to have access to most of the record groups
I'm used to seeing in the consumer version, we will need to subscribe
to Fold3 Plus. ?
It was unclear whether the plus version included additional content
from EBSCO or if the content from Fold3 was divided up into different
products. It appears to be the later. Since there is only one Fold3
version available for consumers, it doesn't make much sense to me why
there are 3 different products available for sale from EBSCO. ?It just
creates more confusion. ?Oh well.
Anyway, thanks again for your help! ?I couldn't do what I do without
you all.
Kind Regards,
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 6012

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 2:32 PM, Betsy Miller <ystebbetsy at gmail.com>
wrote:
Looks like all of the "Fold3 Plus" collections are in the personal
subscription.? (I'm a member since January 2007.)
Betsy Miller

Betsy R. Miller
Genealogical Researcher ~~~ Career Library Worker
?
Twitter

Designed with WiseStamp - Get yours?

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 10:18 AM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Our library system subscribes to Fold3 Plus. This consists of the
"regular" Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives, but also the Native
American, African American, Holocaust, WWII and Revolutionary Archives.
There is also some information on the "U.S. Bureau of Investigation"
case file archives.? This was the precursor to the FBI, so all the
gangsters from the 1930s aren't listed :(
I have found the Native American Archive with it's Dawe's Rolls to be
very helpful.? However, I would be interested in knowing how it
compares to and differs from the "home" version.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Kristen McCallum

02/11/13 3:57 PM >>>

Dear?Colleagues,
Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various
versions of Fold3 being sold to?institutions by EBSCO? I've?searched
through the archive, and although this topic was addressed, it doesn't
seem to apply to our situation. ?As far as I know, all of these
products are available for remote access.
See the promotional flyer at?
http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf

There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for?institutions:
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
Fold3 Holocaust Archives
Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
?Does your institution subscribe to Fold3? ?Which version do you have?
Thank you in advance for your expertise.

Sincerely,
Kristen McCallum, MLS
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
Betsy R. Miller
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a
virus. Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be
from me but does not include this signature.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From bhill at berkeley.edu Tue Feb 12 23:35:04 2013
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (bhill at berkeley.edu)
Date: Tue, 12 Feb 2013 20:35:04 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Fold3 Versions for Institutions
In-Reply-To: <CAJv_p_VvPsVsPqAjMoLo9dqvP5S7O3Y6=pqU+9+vYOuLu0QyTA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <511A16F5020000AA00031CD4@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAKBNc2cZ45VQeOVydN0HRjVM8_m1gfS1xKeuT+9wW9k7Lqk0Rg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAJv_p_VvPsVsPqAjMoLo9dqvP5S7O3Y6=pqU+9+vYOuLu0QyTA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <d29e0e694dd67945e11b1e6d0712f988.squirrel@calmail.berkeley.edu>
I'm pretty sure most of the "Old Man's Draft" is available on
familysearch.org for free. On the main page, scroll down to the word
United States and click on that. On the next page, scroll down to "United
States, World War II Draft Registration Cards, 1942" and click on that.
The description of the collection says "Name index and images of cards for
men, age 45-64 (born 1877-1897), included in the fourth draft conducted on

April 27, 1942." The index may not be complete for all states, which is
why the next collection listed includes an "image browse" which may cover
the states that haven't yet been indexed.
familysearch.org also includes the SSDI, listed just after the U.S. censuses.
Barbara Hill
> Betsy, Kim, et al.,
>
> Thank you for responding. I also subscribe to the "consumer version" and
> I
> think that's why I was further confused. The consumer version includes
> the
> WWII Draft Registrations (Old Man's Draft), for example, but nothing is
> mentioned about WW II Records in the "non-plus" version of Fold3 for
> libraries.
>
> So it looks like if I want to have access to most of the record groups I'm
> used to seeing in the consumer version, we will need to subscribe to Fold3
> Plus.
>
> It was unclear whether the plus version included additional content from
> EBSCO or if the content from Fold3 was divided up into different products.
> It appears to be the later. Since there is only one Fold3 version
> available
> for consumers, it doesn't make much sense to me why there are 3 different
> products available for sale from EBSCO. It just creates more confusion.
> Oh well.
>
> Anyway, thanks again for your help! I couldn't do what I do without you
> all.
>
> Kind Regards,
>
> Kristen McCallum
> Reference Librarian
> Algonquin Area Public Library
> Algonquin, IL 6012
>
>
>
>
> On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 2:32 PM, Betsy Miller <ystebbetsy at gmail.com>
> wrote:
>
>> Looks like all of the "Fold3 Plus" collections are in the personal
>> subscription. (I'm a member since January 2007.)
>>
>> Betsy Miller
>>
>> Betsy R. Miller
>>
>> Genealogical Researcher ~~~ Career Library Worker
>>
>>
>> <http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>
>> Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/betsyrmiller>

>>
<http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller>
>> Designed with WiseStamp >> <http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>Get
>> yours<http://r1.wisestamp.com/r/landing?
u=5803f7300c4ca423&v=3.11.21&t=1360701061564&promo=10&dest=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.wisestamp.com%2Femail-install%3Futm_source%3Dextension%26utm_medium%3Demail
%26utm_campaign%3Dpromo_10>
>>
>>
>>
>> On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 10:18 AM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>>
>>> Our library system subscribes to Fold3 Plus. This consists of the
>>> "regular" Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives, but also the Native
>>> American, African American, Holocaust, WWII and Revolutionary Archives.
>>> There is also some information on the "U.S. Bureau of Investigation"
>>> case
>>> file archives. This was the precursor to the FBI, so all the gangsters
>>> from the 1930s aren't listed :(
>>>
>>> I have found the Native American Archive with it's Dawe's Rolls to be
>>> very helpful. However, I would be interested in knowing how it
>>> compares to
>>> and differs from the "home" version.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Kim E. Dolce
>>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>>> kdolce at volusia.org
>>>
>>> >>> Kristen McCallum ** 02/11/13 3:57 PM >>>
>>> Dear Colleagues,
>>>
>>> Can anyone help me sort through the differences between the various
>>> versions of Fold3 being sold to institutions by EBSCO? I've searched
>>> through the archive, and although this topic was addressed, it doesn't
>>> seem
>>> to apply to our situation. As far as I know, all of these products are
>>> available for remote access.
>>>
>>> See the promotional flyer at
>>> http://www.ebscohost.com/promoMaterials/Fold3_Flyer_Update_8_12.pdf
>>>
>>> There are three different "versions" of Fold3 for institutions:
>>>
>>> Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives Plus
>>> Fold3 History and Genealogy Archives
>>> Fold3 Holocaust Archives
>>>

>>> Which version is closest to the Fold3.com that is sold to consumers?
>>> Does your institution subscribe to Fold3? Which version do you have?
>>>
>>> Thank you in advance for your expertise.
>>>
>>> Sincerely,
>>>
>>> Kristen McCallum, MLS
>>> Reference Librarian
>>> Algonquin Area Public Library
>>> Algonquin, IL 60102
>>> **
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ->> 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
>>
>> Betsy R. Miller
>> http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
>>
>> This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a
>> virus.
>> Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me
>> but does not include this signature.
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From sarakallen at gmail.com Thu Feb 14 14:51:56 2013
From: sarakallen at gmail.com (Sara Allen)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2013 14:51:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Local History & Genealogy Librarian Position in South
Bend, Indiana
Message-ID: <CAFhFv6wLwAPHFno7ui6Nr25U5ZKbRiYS5+vxd=7+S6hjRKY+3g@mail.gmail.com>
*Local & Family History Librarian (full time) - Position open until
February 28, 2013*
Position Number: 20-33.1-9 Position Title:
Local & Family History Librarian (full time)
Level/Unit: 9/2 FLSA Status: Non-exempt Beginning Pay: $1,255.20 ?
$1,475.20, biweekly Pay Range: $1,255.30 ? $1,695.20, biweekly Agency: Local
& Family History Services Location: Main Library, 304 S. Main, South Bend,
IN 46601 Education & Experience:

- ALA accredited MLS (Master of Library Science) or MIS (Master of
Information Science). Transcript required.
Preferred:
- Genealogical or historical experience preferred.
- Experience working on a digitization project desirable.
- Experience in public library work desirable.
Hours:
- Standard workweek is 40 hours.
- Work up to two evenings per week and variable Saturdays.
- Work the specified Sunday afternoons per calendar year.
Requirements:
- Strong commitment to excellent and genuine customer service.
- Excellent oral, written, and interpersonal communication skills.
- Skill and confidence in computers and new technologies.
- Strong interest and willingness to learn the Library's collections.
- Physical agility and strength to bend, reach and carry library
materials (20-25 lbs.).
- Maintain patron and staff confidentiality.
- Ongoing professional development.
- Work or transfer to other service areas or Branches as needed, or
rotate to other assignments in an effort to promote professional growth and
job enrichment throughout the organization.
- *Drug testing and criminal history record check are required as a
condition of employment. Any offer of employment is subject to the
applicant passing a drug-screening test and criminal history record check.
*
- As condition of employment must have or obtain (within 3 ? years) and
maintain an Indiana Librarian Certification, Level 5.
Ability to:
- Provide excellent customer service with all patrons and form positive
working relationships with co-workers at all levels.
- Work patiently and creatively with all ages.
- Problem-solve in a professional manner with all Library patrons and
co-workers.
- Work independently as well as be a team player; promote teamwork with
co-workers and volunteers.
- Communicate and interpret the Library's services, philosophy, and
policies to patrons in a courteous and positive manner.
- Maintain composure in stressful interactions.
- Accept and manage change.
- Be enthusiastic, creative, flexible, energetic, value diversity, and
possess a sense of humor.
Essential Job Duties:
Performs duties to provide Local and Family history services for patrons.
Working under the direct supervision of the Manager of Local & Family
History, the Local and Family History Librarian will:
1. Assist patrons and provide reference service in Local & Family History

Services.
2. Instruct staff and patrons in the use of print resources, Internet,
databases, microfilm, and computer equipment.
3. Assist with digitization projects.
4. Recommend, maintain and weed an assigned portion of the Local & Family
History collection.
5. Actively participate in in-service training, Library committees and
community outreach.
6. Plan and participate in a variety of departmental tasks such as
blogging, program planning, tours, displays and patron requests for
research.
7. Responsible for the immediate supervision of Local and Family History
employees and volunteers in the absence of the Manager, performing the same
or directly related work as those supervised.
Perform other duties as assigned.
To Apply: Fill out an employment application at the Main Library, 304 S.
Main, downtown, South Bend, at the Administrative Offices (Human
Resources), third floor, between 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. weekdays.
* SJCPL is an equal opportunity and e-verify employer.*
**
*http://www.sjcpl.org/employment/
*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130214/1666b302/
attachment.html>
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Thu Feb 14 18:16:35 2013
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2013 18:16:35 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good library home - Ashtabula Co. (Ohio)
Ancestor Hunt 1992-2008
Message-ID: <B43388F8-E366-405A-8238-34438004463E@yahoo.com>
I have a complete run of the Ashtabula County (Ohio) Genealogical
Society's quarterly publication, Ancestor Hunt, as follows:
every name indexes, 1991 (Vol. XVIII) thru 2008 (XXXV)
Vol. XIX (1992) thru Vol. XXXV (2008)
Vol. XXXVI, No. 1 (Feb. 2009)
Each volume (year) run runs to more than 100 pages, consisting of
local materials including newspaper articles, school lists, articles
about early families, etc. As "the" northeastern county in Ohio, it
was settled very early by folks from New York, New England,
Pennsylvania, etc.
This set comes to me from a relative who doesn't need it any more.
(I have my own set which I'm keeping!)
Please reply off list with your name and library's mailing address.

Free to a good library home!
Thanks
Claire Kluskens
Northern Virginia
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130214/19893213/
attachment.html>
From espear1943 at gmail.com Thu Feb 14 19:32:06 2013
From: espear1943 at gmail.com (Elmer Spear)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2013 19:32:06 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] free to a good library home - Ashtabula Co. (Ohio)
Ancestor Hunt 1992-2008
In-Reply-To: <B43388F8-E366-405A-8238-34438004463E@yahoo.com>
References: <B43388F8-E366-405A-8238-34438004463E@yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <CAM2yVUueWgpWn4ntQ-nnOqX6aYpCp2DOkWxCqCCNAPXHkHX0zw@mail.gmail.com>
We would love to have the Ashtabula County quarterlies if stilll
available.
Elmer Spear
Founder of Elmer's Genealogy Corner
5421 North SR 53
Madison, FL 32340
tell me what the postage is and I will send you a check.
Elmer
On Thu, Feb 14, 2013 at 6:16 PM, Claire Kluskens
<cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have a complete run of the Ashtabula County (Ohio) Genealogical
Society's quarterly publication, *Ancestor Hunt*, as follows:
every name indexes, 1991 (Vol. XVIII) thru 2008 (XXXV)
Vol. XIX (1992) thru Vol. XXXV (2008)
Vol. XXXVI, No. 1 (Feb. 2009)
Each volume (year) run runs to more than 100 pages, consisting of local
materials including newspaper articles, school lists, articles about early
families, etc. As "the" northeastern county in Ohio, it was settled very
early by folks from New York, New England, Pennsylvania, etc.
This set comes to me from a relative who doesn't need it any more.
have my own set which I'm keeping!)
Please reply off list with your name and library's mailing address.
Free to a good library home!
Thanks
Claire Kluskens
Northern Virginia
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

(I

> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130214/90d39b71/
attachment.html>
From cas.search at gmail.com Fri Feb 15 21:09:08 2013
From: cas.search at gmail.com (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Fri, 15 Feb 2013 21:09:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
Message-ID: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
Greetings Genealibs,
While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin) Harvey?s
father today I came across one of the most puzzling census entries I?ve
ever encountered. I decided to share it in case any of you wish to offer
theories to explain anything other than the census taker having a serious
problem, possibly of a liquid nature, or me unable to see the forest
through the trees.
I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the only
likely entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a household headed
by William J. Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a rented dwelling (a lawyer
renting??? I?m entertaining the idea he may have owned the building) on N
Main St identified as the Francis Building. George is listed as a son.
Here?s the household lineup with age, state of birth (all MO except first
two), relationship to head, marital status (all single unless indicated
otherwise) & possibly occupation:
1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri, pages
34-35 on Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family tree)
William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed on line
73, p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)
Ida Standly
Almon E Rhodes
Anna M Dean

62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
27

lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
13 daughter

Marjorie Daume

18 daughter

Ruth Smay
that building?)

22

Samuel Licklider

child?s nurse in private home (in

26 lodger, social work director

George Stobbart

24 son, electrical utility worker

James Lockwood

54 brother, carpenter for a contractor

Jack Murphy
Raymond Cole

20 son, new worker
5 grandson

Earnest E Barr
with CCC

39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck driver

Herbert D Bachtel

7 son

Shirley J Nickell

10 daughter

George?s age is right and his employment fits with his graduation in 1949
from U MO with an electrical engineering degree (after much of the ?40s in
the military). From other research I believe his father was Frank Herbert
Stobbart and his mother was Fay Evelyn Sellers Stobbart, Harvey?s
half-sister.
I found other records including William Carlon?s death certificate and
George?s obit that offer no connection between them. Carlon apparently also
had been a judge, born in New York but in Brookfield by 1910. I suppose he
could have adopted all those "kids" with different last names ... but the
brother and brother-in-law? Maybe the enumerator was giving the relation of
the young children to the older adults just above them?
Wondering what I'm overlooking? I'm assuming (!) the Francis Building had
apartments or at least rooms. In 2010 it was being renovated for offices,
an online report said.
There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that may
indicate something the reviewers questioned about the enumerator's actions
but I don't know. I can?t imagine a 12-story building with 76 apartments on
each floor in Brookfield, pop under 5,000 in 2010. Then there are the
household numbers in order visited ... numbers I would have expected to be
consecutive by family from William Carlon at 437 or at least to indicate
room or apartment numbers.
Don?t spend time on this unless you have an explanation or are as intrigued
as I am. I just found it curious and have no certain explanation. Any
replies should be to my email cas.search(at)gmail.com so as not to disturb
those less intrigued, please.
Thanks for taking the time to read this. Have a great weekend!
Charlotte
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
Digging into local & family history
(genealogy librarian, retired)
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From larryo at evpl.org Fri Feb 15 22:07:30 2013
From: larryo at evpl.org (Oathout, Larry)
Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 03:07:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
In-Reply-To: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <88F44C23-2DC3-422D-9B9C-56FE15DA6D55@evpl.org>

Just crazy, Charlotte!
Hope things are good in Jackson county
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288
On Feb 15, 2013, at 8:09 PM, "Charlotte Sellers" <cas.search at
gmail.com<mailto:cas.search at gmail.com>> wrote:
Greetings Genealibs,
While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin) Harvey?s father
today I came across one of the most puzzling census entries I?ve ever encountered.
I decided to share it in case any of you wish to offer theories to explain anything
other than the census taker having a serious problem, possibly of a liquid nature,
or me unable to see the forest through the trees.
I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the only likely
entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a household headed by William J.
Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a rented dwelling (a lawyer renting??? I?m
entertaining the idea he may have owned the building) on N Main St identified as
the Francis Building. George is listed as a son. Here?s the household lineup with
age, state of birth (all MO except first two), relationship to head, marital status
(all single unless indicated otherwise) & possibly occupation:
1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri, pages 34-35 on
Ancestry.com<http://Ancestry.com> (also linked from George on my Sellers family
tree)
William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed on line 73,
p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)
Ida Standly
Almon E Rhodes
Anna M Dean
Marjorie Daume
Ruth Smay
building?)
Samuel Licklider

62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
27

lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
13 daughter

18 daughter
22

child?s nurse in private home (in that

26 lodger, social work director

George Stobbart

24 son, electrical utility worker

James Lockwood

54 brother, carpenter for a contractor

Jack Murphy
Raymond Cole

20 son, new worker
5 grandson

Earnest E Barr

39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck driver with CCC

Herbert D Bachtel

7 son

Shirley J Nickell

10 daughter

George?s age is right and his employment fits with his graduation in 1949 from U MO
with an electrical engineering degree (after much of the ?40s in the military).
From other research I believe his father was Frank Herbert Stobbart and his mother
was Fay Evelyn Sellers Stobbart, Harvey?s half-sister.
I found other records including William Carlon?s death certificate and George?s
obit that offer no connection between them. Carlon apparently also had been a
judge, born in New York but in Brookfield by 1910. I suppose he could have adopted
all those "kids" with different last names ... but the brother and brother-in-law?
Maybe the enumerator was giving the relation of the young children to the older
adults just above them?
Wondering what I'm overlooking? I'm assuming (!) the Francis Building had
apartments or at least rooms. In 2010 it was being renovated for offices, an online
report said.
There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that may indicate
something the reviewers questioned about the enumerator's actions but I don't know.
I can?t imagine a 12-story building with 76 apartments on each floor in Brookfield,
pop under 5,000 in 2010. Then there are the household numbers in order visited ...
numbers I would have expected to be consecutive by family from William Carlon at
437 or at least to indicate room or apartment numbers.
Don?t spend time on this unless you have an explanation or are as intrigued as I
am. I just found it curious and have no certain explanation. Any replies should be
to my email cas.search(at)gmail.com<http://gmail.com> so as not to disturb those
less intrigued, please.
Thanks for taking the time to read this. Have a great weekend!
Charlotte
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
Digging into local & family history
(genealogy librarian, retired)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From archde.omaha at cox.net Sat Feb 16 00:00:25 2013
From: archde.omaha at cox.net (Nancy Archdekin)
Date: Fri, 15 Feb 2013 23:00:25 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
In-Reply-To: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.g
mail.com>

References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
I believe I can solve your mystery. The notations at the left are the
key - they reference other pages in this same ED. George Stobbart 's
entry on line 7 references 7-35. If you look at page 7, line 35 (do a
search for Stobbart in Linn County MO in the 1940 census on
Ancestry), you'll find his father Frank who is with his wife, Mae
(most likely your Fay). Frank 's entry includes a reference at the
side of 61-7 which is referring to page 61, line 7, the page where
the "family" you listed is recorded.
All of the entries on lines 1 through 14 of page 61 (your list, page
35 according to the Ancestry pagination) are entries for people who
were omitted (perhaps when the census was copied from the original
book to the 2nd copy) from the original pages. Thus the relationship
for each of these people refers not to William Carlon head of
household on page 34, but to the people on each of the associated
lines of the reference pages.
Hopefully I've explained this so it makes sense.
Nancy
At 08:09 PM 2/15/2013, you wrote:
>Greetings Genealibs,
>
>While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin)
>Harvey's father today I came across one of the most puzzling census
>entries I've ever encountered. I decided to share it in case any of
>you wish to offer theories to explain anything other than the census
>taker having a serious problem, possibly of a liquid nature, or me
>unable to see the forest through the trees.
>
>I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the
>only likely entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a
>household headed by William J. Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a
>rented dwelling (a lawyer renting??? I'm entertaining the idea he
>may have owned the building) on N Main St identified as the Francis
>Building. George is listed as a son. Here's the household lineup
>with age, state of birth (all MO except first two), relationship to
>head, marital status (all single unless indicated otherwise) &
>possibly occupation:
>
>1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri,
>pages 34-35 on Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family tree)
>
>William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed
>on line 73, p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)
>
>Ida Standly
62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
>
>Almon E Rhodes
27 lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
>
>Anna M Dean
13 daughter
>
>Marjorie Daume
18 daughter

>
>Ruth Smay
22 child's nurse in private home
>(in that building?)
>
>Samuel Licklider
26 lodger, social work director
>
>George Stobbart
24 son, electrical utility worker
>
>James Lockwood
54 brother, carpenter for a contractor
>
>Jack Murphy
20 son, new worker
>
>Raymond Cole
5 grandson
>
>Earnest E Barr
39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck
>driver with CCC
>
>Herbert D Bachtel
7 son
>
>Shirley J Nickell
10 daughter
>
>George's age is right and his employment fits with his graduation in
>1949 from U MO with an electrical engineering degree (after much of
>the '40s in the military). From other research I believe his father
>was Frank Herbert Stobbart and his mother was Fay Evelyn Sellers
>Stobbart, Harvey's half-sister.
>
>I found other records including William Carlon's death certificate
>and George's obit that offer no connection between them. Carlon
>apparently also had been a judge, born in New York but in Brookfield
>by 1910. I suppose he could have adopted all those "kids" with
>different last names ... but the brother and brother-in-law? Maybe
>the enumerator was giving the relation of the young children to the
>older adults just above them?
>
>Wondering what I'm overlooking? I'm assuming (!) the Francis
>Building had apartments or at least rooms. In 2010 it was being
>renovated for offices, an online report said.
>
>There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that
>may indicate something the reviewers questioned about the
>enumerator's actions but I don't know. I can't imagine a 12-story
>building with 76 apartments on each floor in Brookfield, pop under
>5,000 in 2010. Then there are the household numbers in order visited
>... numbers I would have expected to be consecutive by family from
>William Carlon at 437 or at least to indicate room or apartment numbers.
>
>Don't spend time on this unless you have an explanation or are as
>intrigued as I am. I just found it curious and have no certain
>explanation. Any replies should be to my email
>cas.search(at)<http://gmail.com>gmail.com so as not to disturb those
>less intrigued, please.
>
>Thanks for taking the time to read this. Have a great weekend!
>
>Charlotte
>Charlotte Sellers
>Jackson County, Indiana
>Digging into local & family history

>(genealogy librarian, retired)
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From genealogy at hobbits8.com Sat Feb 16 00:13:43 2013
From: genealogy at hobbits8.com (Patti Hobbs)
Date: Fri, 15 Feb 2013 23:13:43 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
In-Reply-To: <20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
<20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
Message-ID: <FF80F336-B73A-4F2F-A0EC-DF178AB65ADB@hobbits8.com>
Yes, that's what I believe, too. They probably were "found" later and so added in.
I did it slightly differently than Nancy did because I just went to the referenced
"visited No." I particularly looked for those with the relationships of son and
daughter and three of those bore out the theory. I did think the numbers in the
margin were reference numbers, but didn't try to figure them out as nancy did.
Patti
On Feb 15, 2013, at 11:00 PM, Nancy Archdekin wrote:
> I believe I can solve your mystery. The notations at the left are the key - they
reference other pages in this same ED. George Stobbart 's entry on line 7
references 7-35. If you look at page 7, line 35 (do a search for Stobbart in Linn
County MO in the 1940 census on Ancestry), you'll find his father Frank who is
with his wife, Mae (most likely your Fay). Frank 's entry includes a reference at
the side of 61-7 which is referring to page 61, line 7, the page where the "family"
you listed is recorded.
>
> All of the entries on lines 1 through 14 of page 61 (your list, page 35 according
to the Ancestry pagination) are entries for people who were omitted (perhaps when
the census was copied from the original book to the 2nd copy) from the original
pages. Thus the relationship for each of these people refers not to William Carlon
head of household on page 34, but to the people on each of the associated lines of
the reference pages.
>
> Hopefully I've explained this so it makes sense.
>
> Nancy
>
>
> At 08:09 PM 2/15/2013, you wrote:
>
>> Greetings Genealibs,
>>
>> While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin) Harvey?s
father today I came across one of the most puzzling census entries I?ve ever
encountered. I decided to share it in case any of you wish to offer theories to
explain anything other than the census taker having a serious problem, possibly of

a liquid nature, or me unable to see the forest through the trees.
>>
>> I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the only likely
entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a household headed by William J.
Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a rented dwelling (a lawyer renting??? I?m
entertaining the idea he may have owned the building) on N Main St identified as
the Francis Building. George is listed as a son. Here?s the household lineup with
age, state of birth (all MO except first two), relationship to head, marital status
(all single unless indicated otherwise) & possibly occupation:
>>
>> 1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri, pages 34-35 on
Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family tree)
>>
>> William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed on line 73,
p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)
>>
>> Ida Standly
62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
>>
>> Almon E Rhodes
27 lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
>>
>> Anna M Dean
13 daughter
>>
>> Marjorie Daume
18 daughter
>>
>> Ruth Smay
22 child?s nurse in private home (in that
building?)
>>
>> Samuel Licklider
26 lodger, social work director
>>
>> George Stobbart
24 son, electrical utility worker
>>
>> James Lockwood
54 brother, carpenter for a contractor
>>
>> Jack Murphy
20 son, new worker
>>
>> Raymond Cole
5 grandson
>>
>> Earnest E Barr
39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck driver with
CCC
>>
>> Herbert D Bachtel
7 son
>>
>> Shirley J Nickell
10 daughter
>>
>> George?s age is right and his employment fits with his graduation in 1949 from U
MO with an electrical engineering degree (after much of the ?40s in the military).
From other research I believe his father was Frank Herbert Stobbart and his mother
was Fay Evelyn Sellers Stobbart, Harvey?s half-sister.
>>
>> I found other records including William Carlon?s death certificate and George?s
obit that offer no connection between them. Carlon apparently also had been a
judge, born in New York but in Brookfield by 1910. I suppose he could have adopted
all those "kids" with different last names ... but the brother and brother-in-law?
Maybe the enumerator was giving the relation of the young children to the older
adults just above them?
>>
>> Wondering what I'm overlooking? I'm assuming (!) the Francis Building had
apartments or at least rooms. In 2010 it was being renovated for offices, an online
report said.

>>
>> There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that may indicate
something the reviewers questioned about the enumerator's actions but I don't know.
I can?t imagine a 12-story building with 76 apartments on each floor in Brookfield,
pop under 5,000 in 2010. Then there are the household numbers in order visited ...
numbers I would have expected to be consecutive by family from William Carlon at
437 or at least to indicate room or apartment numbers.
>>
>> Don?t spend time on this unless you have an explanation or are as intrigued as I
am. I just found it curious and have no certain explanation. Any replies should be
to my email cas.search(at)gmail.com so as not to disturb those less intrigued,
please.
>>
>> Thanks for taking the time to read this. Have a great weekend!
>>
>> Charlotte
>> Charlotte Sellers
>> Jackson County, Indiana
>> Digging into local & family history
>> (genealogy librarian, retired)
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From kohlerbj at bellsouth.net Sat Feb 16 07:24:05 2013
From: kohlerbj at bellsouth.net (Bonnie Kohler)
Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 07:24:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
<20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
Message-ID: <F7653A109A364C8C8993F99B67154F5B@kohler09>
I can add a little more information regarding page 61 of the 1940 census. Finding
entries on census page 61A is a signal the people listed were recorded on a second
visit by the enumerator. In 1940, the enumerators were instructed to add secondvisit households on page 61A, regardless of the page number on which the first set
of visits ended. This information comes from Stephen Morse's article "Getting Ready
for the 1940 Census: Searching Without a Name Index," published in the Association
of Professional Genealogists Quarterly, 33 (2011): 246.
Bonnie Dunphy Kohler
South Florida
----- Original Message ----From: Nancy Archdekin
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2013 12:00 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle

I believe I can solve your mystery. The notations at the left are the key - they
reference other pages in this same ED. George Stobbart 's entry on line 7
references 7-35. If you look at page 7, line 35 (do a search for Stobbart in Linn
County MO in the 1940 census on Ancestry), you'll find his father Frank who is
with his wife, Mae (most likely your Fay). Frank 's entry includes a reference at
the side of 61-7 which is referring to page 61, line 7, the page where the "family"
you listed is recorded.
All of the entries on lines 1 through 14 of page 61 (your list, page 35 according
to the Ancestry pagination) are entries for people who were omitted (perhaps when
the census was copied from the original book to the 2nd copy) from the original
pages. Thus the relationship for each of these people refers not to William Carlon
head of household on page 34, but to the people on each of the associated lines of
the reference pages.
Hopefully I've explained this so it makes sense.
Nancy
At 08:09 PM 2/15/2013, you wrote:
Greetings Genealibs,
While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin) Harvey's
father today I came across one of the most puzzling census entries I've ever
encountered. I decided to share it in case any of you wish to offer theories to
explain anything other than the census taker having a serious problem, possibly of
a liquid nature, or me unable to see the forest through the trees.
I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the only likely
entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a household headed by William J.
Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a rented dwelling (a lawyer renting??? I'm
entertaining the idea he may have owned the building) on N Main St identified as
the Francis Building. George is listed as a son. Here's the household lineup with
age, state of birth (all MO except first two), relationship to head, marital status
(all single unless indicated otherwise) & possibly occupation:
1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri, pages 34-35
on Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family tree)
William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed on line 73,
p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)
Ida Standly
Almon E Rhodes
Anna M Dean
Marjorie Daume
Ruth Smay
building?)
Samuel Licklider
George Stobbart

62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
27

lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
13 daughter

18 daughter
22

child's nurse in private home (in that

26 lodger, social work director
24 son, electrical utility worker

James Lockwood
Jack Murphy
Raymond Cole

54 brother, carpenter for a contractor
20 son, new worker
5 grandson

Earnest E Barr

39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck driver with

Herbert D Bachtel

7 son

Shirley J Nickell

10 daughter

CCC

[snipped]
There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that may indicate
something the reviewers questioned about the enumerator's actions but I don't know.
I can't imagine a 12-story building with 76 apartments on each floor in Brookfield,
pop under 5,000 in 2010. Then there are the household numbers in order visited ...
numbers I would have expected to be consecutive by family from William Carlon at
437 or at least to indicate room or apartment numbers.
[snipped]
Charlotte
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
Digging into local & family history
(genealogy librarian, retired)
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From mrarchive at aol.com Sat Feb 16 07:39:53 2013
From: mrarchive at aol.com (professor seames)
Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 07:39:53 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
In-Reply-To: <F7653A109A364C8C8993F99B67154F5B@kohler09>
References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
<20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
<F7653A109A364C8C8993F99B67154F5B@kohler09>
Message-ID: <8CFDA59DAA1C7E2-C50-45D07@Webmail-m107.sysops.aol.com>
IS IT A BOARDING HOUSE WITH A LAW OFFICE ON THE FIRST FLOOR?

-----Original Message----From: Bonnie Kohler <kohlerbj at bellsouth.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sat, Feb 16, 2013 7:24 am
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
I can add a little more information regarding page 61 of the 1940 census. Finding
entries on census page 61A is a signal the people listed were recorded on a second

visit by the enumerator. In 1940, the enumerators were instructed to add secondvisit households on page 61A, regardless of the page number on which the first set
of visits ended. This information comes from Stephen Morse's article "Getting Ready
for the 1940 Census: Searching Without a Name Index," published in the Association
of Professional Genealogists Quarterly, 33 (2011): 246.
Bonnie Dunphy Kohler
South Florida
----- Original Message ----From:

Nancy

Archdekin

To: Librarians Serving

Genealogists

Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2013 12:00
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy

AM
Puzzle

I believe I can solve your mystery. The notations at the left
are the key - they
reference other pages in this same ED. George Stobbart 's
entry on line 7
references 7-35. If you look at page 7, line 35 (do a search
for Stobbart in Linn
County MO in the 1940 census on Ancestry), you'll
find his father Frank who is
with his wife, Mae (most likely your Fay). Frank
's entry includes a reference at
the side of 61-7 which is referring to page
61, line 7, the page where the
"family" you listed is recorded.
All of
the entries on lines 1 through 14 of page 61 (your list, page 35 according
to
the Ancestry pagination) are entries for people who were omitted (perhaps when
the census was copied from the original book to the 2nd copy) from the
original
pages. Thus the relationship for each of these people refers not to
William
Carlon head of household on page 34, but to the people on each of the
associated
lines of the reference pages.
Hopefully I've explained this

so it makes sense.

Nancy
At 08:09 PM 2/15/2013, you

wrote:

Greetings Genealibs,
While
hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin) Harvey?s
father
today I came across one of the most puzzling census entries I?ve ever
encountered. I decided to share it in case any of you wish to offer theories
to
explain anything other than the census taker having a serious problem,
possibly
of a liquid nature, or me unable to see the forest through the
trees.
I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In
1940 the only likely
entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a
household headed by William
J. Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a rented
dwelling (a lawyer renting??? I?m
entertaining the idea he may have owned
the building) on N Main St identified
as the Francis Building. George is
listed as a son. Here?s the household lineup
with age, state of birth (all
MO except first two), relationship to head,
marital status (all single
unless indicated otherwise) & possibly occupation:

1940: 22 N
Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri, pages 34-35
on
Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family
tree)
William J
Carlon
73, p34, followed by 7 blank
Ida

65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed on line
lines; then from the top of p35:)

Standly

Almon E
Anna M

Rhodes

Marjorie

Dean
Daume

Ruth
Smay
that building?)
Samuel

Licklider

George

Stobbart

James
Jack

Lockwood

Raymond

Murphy
Cole

62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
27

lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
13 daughter

18 daughter
22

child?s nurse in private home (in

26 lodger, social work director
24 son, electrical utility worker
54 brother, carpenter for a contractor
20 son, new worker
5 grandson

Earnest E
with CCC

Barr

39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck driver

Herbert D

Bachtel

7 son

Shirley J

Nickell

10 daughter

[snipped]
There are numbers on the left side of the
census form on p35 that may indicate
something the reviewers questioned
about the enumerator's actions but I don't
know. I can?t imagine a 12-story
building with 76 apartments on each floor in
Brookfield, pop under 5,000 in
2010. Then there are the household numbers in
order visited ... numbers I
would have expected to be consecutive by family
from William Carlon at 437
or at least to indicate room or apartment
numbers.
[snipped]
Charlotte
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County,
Indiana
Digging into local & family history
(genealogy librarian,
retired)

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Sat Feb 16 09:49:15 2013
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Crow)
Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 09:49:15 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
In-Reply-To: <20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
<20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
Message-ID: <80E983A8-2A58-4B87-AB96-CE7ACCB1D57C@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
The key that something is up is that it is page 61A. That's where the enumerator
was to list the households that were missed on his or her first pass through the
district. However, this enumerator didn't follow the directions. The individuals
listed at the top of this page (lines 1-13) should have been listed with their
households with the notation "Ab" to show that they were absent when the enumerator
was taking the household's information.
I put together a blog post for Archives.com about notations on the 1940 census,
including "Ab" and why some enumeration districts skip to page 61A:
http://www.archives.com/blog/us-census/understanding-the-1940-census.html
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
Genealogical Content Manager,
Archives.com
On Feb 16, 2013, at 12:00 AM, Nancy Archdekin <archde.omaha at cox.net> wrote:
> I believe I can solve your mystery. The notations at the left are the key - they
reference other pages in this same ED. George Stobbart 's entry on line 7
references 7-35. If you look at page 7, line 35 (do a search for Stobbart in Linn
County MO in the 1940 census on Ancestry), you'll find his father Frank who is
with his wife, Mae (most likely your Fay). Frank 's entry includes a reference at
the side of 61-7 which is referring to page 61, line 7, the page where the "family"
you listed is recorded.
>
> All of the entries on lines 1 through 14 of page 61 (your list, page 35 according
to the Ancestry pagination) are entries for people who were omitted (perhaps when
the census was copied from the original book to the 2nd copy) from the original
pages. Thus the relationship for each of these people refers not to William Carlon
head of household on page 34, but to the people on each of the associated lines of
the reference pages.
>
> Hopefully I've explained this so it makes sense.
>
> Nancy
>
>
> At 08:09 PM 2/15/2013, you wrote:
>
>> Greetings Genealibs,
>>
>> While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin) Harvey?s
father today I came across one of the most puzzling census entries I?ve ever
encountered. I decided to share it in case any of you wish to offer theories to

explain anything other than the census taker having a serious problem, possibly of
a liquid nature, or me unable to see the forest through the trees.
>>
>> I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the only likely
entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a household headed by William J.
Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a rented dwelling (a lawyer renting??? I?m
entertaining the idea he may have owned the building) on N Main St identified as
the Francis Building. George is listed as a son. Here?s the household lineup with
age, state of birth (all MO except first two), relationship to head, marital status
(all single unless indicated otherwise) & possibly occupation:
>>
>> 1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri, pages 34-35 on
Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family tree)
>>
>> William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed on line 73,
p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)
>>
>> Ida Standly
62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
>>
>> Almon E Rhodes
27 lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
>>
>> Anna M Dean
13 daughter
>>
>> Marjorie Daume
18 daughter
>>
>> Ruth Smay
22 child?s nurse in private home (in that
building?)
>>
>> Samuel Licklider
26 lodger, social work director
>>
>> George Stobbart
24 son, electrical utility worker
>>
>> James Lockwood
54 brother, carpenter for a contractor
>>
>> Jack Murphy
20 son, new worker
>>
>> Raymond Cole
5 grandson
>>
>> Earnest E Barr
39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck driver with
CCC
>>
>> Herbert D Bachtel
7 son
>>
>> Shirley J Nickell
10 daughter
>>
>> George?s age is right and his employment fits with his graduation in 1949 from U
MO with an electrical engineering degree (after much of the ?40s in the military).
From other research I believe his father was Frank Herbert Stobbart and his mother
was Fay Evelyn Sellers Stobbart, Harvey?s half-sister.
>>
>> I found other records including William Carlon?s death certificate and George?s
obit that offer no connection between them. Carlon apparently also had been a
judge, born in New York but in Brookfield by 1910. I suppose he could have adopted
all those "kids" with different last names ... but the brother and brother-in-law?
Maybe the enumerator was giving the relation of the young children to the older
adults just above them?
>>
>> Wondering what I'm overlooking? I'm assuming (!) the Francis Building had
apartments or at least rooms. In 2010 it was being renovated for offices, an online

report said.
>>
>> There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that may indicate
something the reviewers questioned about the enumerator's actions but I don't know.
I can?t imagine a 12-story building with 76 apartments on each floor in Brookfield,
pop under 5,000 in 2010. Then there are the household numbers in order visited ...
numbers I would have expected to be consecutive by family from William Carlon at
437 or at least to indicate room or apartment numbers.
>>
>> Don?t spend time on this unless you have an explanation or are as intrigued as I
am. I just found it curious and have no certain explanation. Any replies should be
to my email cas.search(at)gmail.com so as not to disturb those less intrigued,
please.
>>
>> Thanks for taking the time to read this. Have a great weekend!
>>
>> Charlotte
>> Charlotte Sellers
>> Jackson County, Indiana
>> Digging into local & family history
>> (genealogy librarian, retired)
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From archde.omaha at cox.net Sat Feb 16 10:52:23 2013
From: archde.omaha at cox.net (Nancy Archdekin)
Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 09:52:23 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
In-Reply-To: <F7653A109A364C8C8993F99B67154F5B@kohler09>
References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
<20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
<F7653A109A364C8C8993F99B67154F5B@kohler09>
Message-ID: <20130216155216.MLXB20491.eastrmfepo101.cox.net@eastrmimpo210>
Thanks Bonnie! I should have thought to look at the instructions for
the explanation regarding the use of page 61A rather than guess at
the reason for the additional entries.
Nancy
At 06:24 AM 2/16/2013, you wrote:
>I can add a little more information regarding page 61 of the 1940
>census. Finding entries on census page 61A is a signal the people
>listed were recorded on a second visit by the enumerator. In 1940,
>the enumerators were instructed to add second-visit households on
>page 61A, regardless of the page number on which the first set of
>visits ended. This information comes from Stephen Morse's article
>"Getting Ready for the 1940 Census: Searching Without a Name Index,"

>published in the Association of Professional Genealogists Quarterly,
>33 (2011): 246.
>
>Bonnie Dunphy Kohler
>South Florida
>----- Original Message ---->From: <mailto:archde.omaha at cox.net>Nancy Archdekin
>To: <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>Librarians Serving Genealogists
>Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2013 12:00 AM
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
>
>I believe I can solve your mystery. The notations at the left are
>the key - they reference other pages in this same ED. George
>Stobbart 's entry on line 7 references 7-35. If you look at page 7,
>line 35 (do a search for Stobbart in Linn County MO in the 1940
>census on Ancestry), you'll find his father Frank who is with his
>wife, Mae (most likely your Fay). Frank 's entry includes a
>reference at the side of 61-7 which is referring to page 61, line 7,
>the page where the "family" you listed is recorded.
>
>All of the entries on lines 1 through 14 of page 61 (your list, page
>35 according to the Ancestry pagination) are entries for people who
>were omitted (perhaps when the census was copied from the original
>book to the 2nd copy) from the original pages. Thus the relationship
>for each of these people refers not to William Carlon head of
>household on page 34, but to the people on each of the associated
>lines of the reference pages.
>
>Hopefully I've explained this so it makes sense.
>
>Nancy
>
>
>At 08:09 PM 2/15/2013, you wrote:
>
>>Greetings Genealibs,
>>
>>While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin)
>>Harvey's father today I came across one of the most puzzling census
>>entries I've ever encountered. I decided to share it in case any of
>>you wish to offer theories to explain anything other than the
>>census taker having a serious problem, possibly of a liquid nature,
>>or me unable to see the forest through the trees.
>>
>>I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the
>>only likely entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a
>>household headed by William J. Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a
>>rented dwelling (a lawyer renting??? I'm entertaining the idea he
>>may have owned the building) on N Main St identified as the Francis
>>Building. George is listed as a son. Here's the household lineup
>>with age, state of birth (all MO except first two), relationship to
>>head, marital status (all single unless indicated otherwise) &
>>possibly occupation:
>>
>>1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri,
>>pages 34-35 on Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family tree)
>>
>>William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed
>>on line 73, p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)

>>
>>Ida Standly
62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
>>
>>Almon E Rhodes
27 lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
>>
>>Anna M Dean
13 daughter
>>
>>Marjorie Daume
18 daughter
>>
>>Ruth Smay
22 child's nurse in private
>>home (in that building?)
>>
>>Samuel Licklider
26 lodger, social work director
>>
>>George Stobbart
24 son, electrical utility worker
>>
>>James Lockwood
54 brother, carpenter for a contractor
>>
>>Jack Murphy
20 son, new worker
>>
>>Raymond Cole
5 grandson
>>
>>Earnest E Barr
39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck
>>driver with CCC
>>
>>Herbert D Bachtel
7 son
>>
>>Shirley J Nickell
10 daughter
>>
>>[snipped]
>>There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that
>>may indicate something the reviewers questioned about the
>>enumerator's actions but I don't know. I can't imagine a 12-story
>>building with 76 apartments on each floor in Brookfield, pop under
>>5,000 in 2010. Then there are the household numbers in order
>>visited ... numbers I would have expected to be consecutive by
>>family from William Carlon at 437 or at least to indicate room or
>>apartment numbers.
>>[snipped]
>>Charlotte
>>Charlotte Sellers
>>Jackson County, Indiana
>>Digging into local & family history
>>(genealogy librarian, retired)
>>
>>--------->_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From cas.search at gmail.com Sat Feb 16 10:59:03 2013
From: cas.search at gmail.com (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 10:59:03 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] Friday Genealogy Puzzle
In-Reply-To: <80E983A8-2A58-4B87-AB96-CE7ACCB1D57C@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
References: <CALFXJk=2VZsJjK0Yx2-cnSaseRTg2ggiSWp+Ug-kR=fo_guAwg@mail.gmail.com>
<20130216050059.UEN23841.eastrmfepo103.cox.net@eastrmimpo209>
<80E983A8-2A58-4B87-AB96-CE7ACCB1D57C@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
Message-ID: <CALFXJkkK5vTHMOhaa2HaWR5drZyh3SM=WOqni8G=XSbuRFij5Q@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks to all of you who took the time to explain this to me. I should have
looked more closely and read the instructions. My only excuse is too big a
hurry after too many hours in my own genealogy Friday after months away.
You're great to have set me back on the path again! Love you all.
Hi Larry. Crazy, yes. Good to hear from you.
On Sat, Feb 16, 2013 at 9:49 AM, Amy Crow <amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The key that something is up is that it is page 61A. That's where the
enumerator was to list the households that were missed on his or her first
pass through the district. However, this enumerator didn't follow the
directions. The individuals listed at the top of this page (lines 1-13)
should have been listed with their households with the notation "Ab" to
show that they were absent when the enumerator was taking the household's
information.
I put together a blog post for Archives.com about notations on the 1940
census, including "Ab" and why some enumeration districts skip to page 61A:
http://www.archives.com/blog/us-census/understanding-the-1940-census.html
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
Genealogical Content Manager,
Archives.com
On Feb 16, 2013, at 12:00 AM, Nancy Archdekin <archde.omaha at cox.net>
wrote:
I believe I can solve your mystery. The notations at the left are the key
- they reference other pages in this same ED. George Stobbart 's entry on
line 7 references 7-35. If you look at page 7, line 35 (do a search for
Stobbart in Linn County MO in the 1940 census on Ancestry), you'll find
his father Frank who is with his wife, Mae (most likely your Fay). Frank 's
entry includes a reference at the side of 61-7 which is referring to page
61, line 7, the page where the "family" you listed is recorded.
All of the entries on lines 1 through 14 of page 61 (your list, page 35
according to the Ancestry pagination) are entries for people who were
omitted (perhaps when the census was copied from the original book to the
2nd copy) from the original pages. Thus the relationship for each of these
people refers not to William Carlon head of household on page 34, but to
the people on each of the associated lines of the reference pages.
Hopefully I've explained this so it makes sense.
Nancy
At 08:09 PM 2/15/2013, you wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Greetings Genealibs,
While hunting down a descendant by marriage of (my elusive cousin)
Harvey?s father today I came across one of the most puzzling census entries
I?ve ever encountered. I decided to share it in case any of you wish to
offer theories to explain anything other than the census taker having a
serious problem, possibly of a liquid nature, or me unable to see the
forest through the trees.
I was looking for George Duane Stobbart (1915-2008 MO). In 1940 the only
likely entry I found was in Brookfield, Linn Co, MO in a household headed
by William J. Carlon, 65, lawyer, residing in a rented dwelling (a lawyer
renting??? I?m entertaining the idea he may have owned the building) on N
Main St identified as the Francis Building. George is listed as a son.
Here?s the household lineup with age, state of birth (all MO except first
two), relationship to head, marital status (all single unless indicated
otherwise) & possibly occupation:
1940: 22 N Main Street, Francis Bldg, Brookfield, Linn, Missouri, pages
34-35 on Ancestry.com (also linked from George on my Sellers family tree)
William J Carlon
65 NY head, single, lawyer (listed on
line 73, p34, followed by 7 blank lines; then from the top of p35:)
Ida Standly
Almon E Rhodes
Anna M Dean

62 IA lodger, widow, no occup
27

lodger, widower, mechanical engineer
13 daughter

Marjorie Daume

18 daughter

Ruth Smay
that building?)

22

Samuel Licklider

child?s nurse in private home (in

26 lodger, social work director

George Stobbart

24 son, electrical utility worker

James Lockwood

54 brother, carpenter for a contractor

Jack Murphy
Raymond Cole

20 son, new worker
5 grandson

Earnest E Barr
with CCC

39 b-in-law, soil erosion truck driver

Herbert D Bachtel

7 son

Shirley J Nickell

10 daughter

George?s age is right and his employment fits with his graduation in 1949
from U MO with an electrical engineering degree (after much of the ?40s in
the military). From other research I believe his father was Frank Herbert
Stobbart and his mother was Fay Evelyn Sellers Stobbart, Harvey?s
half-sister.
I found other records including William Carlon?s death certificate and

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

George?s obit that offer no connection between them. Carlon apparently also
had been a judge, born in New York but in Brookfield by 1910. I suppose he
could have adopted all those "kids" with different last names ... but the
brother and brother-in-law? Maybe the enumerator was giving the relation of
the young children to the older adults just above them?
Wondering what I'm overlooking? I'm assuming (!) the Francis Building had
apartments or at least rooms. In 2010 it was being renovated for offices,
an online report said.
There are numbers on the left side of the census form on p35 that may
indicate something the reviewers questioned about the enumerator's actions
but I don't know. I can?t imagine a 12-story building with 76 apartments on
each floor in Brookfield, pop under 5,000 in 2010. Then there are the
household numbers in order visited ... numbers I would have expected to be
consecutive by family from William Carlon at 437 or at least to indicate
room or apartment numbers.
Don?t spend time on this unless you have an explanation or are as
intrigued as I am. I just found it curious and have no certain explanation.
Any replies should be to my email cas.search(at)gmail.com so as not to
disturb those less intrigued, please.
Thanks for taking the time to read this. Have a great weekend!
Charlotte
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
Digging into local & family history
(genealogy librarian, retired)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
Digging into local & family history
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130216/
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From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com

Sat Feb 16 14:55:14 2013

From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 19:55:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] fees for research services
Message-ID: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF1637436D@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Dear all,
My library, a medium-sized public library with a small genealogy/local history
collection, is batting around the idea of charging fees for in-depth research
service. We currently handle all requests, even those reference questions that
demand considerable time and expertise including genealogy-related questions, as
all in a day's work.
I know many libraries charge for genealogical research. Would you please share
your fee schedule with me, off the list, at lynette.jones at cityofcarrollton.com?
Also, do any of you in this group charge for other kinds of research, particularly
those of you who are at public libraries? For example, research of a more detailed
medical or business nature, creating bibliographies of materials or folders of
journal articles, things like that--those questions that require a significant
amount of time and/or expertise to find answers and appropriate material.
Any information or words of wisdom you can share will be greatly appreciated.
Thanks,
Lynette
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron and Josey
Carrollton, TX 75010
972-466-4814
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130216/1d66653c/
attachment.html>
From cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us Wed Feb 20 09:57:26 2013
From: cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us (Christina Manz)
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2013 08:57:26 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] fees for research services
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF1637436D@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF1637436D@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Message-ID:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB49232015204FCA2C1@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Hi Lynette et al. -

The state library of Texas has a professional collection of books
available for loan, which includes titles about determining how to
charge fees for library services. (Access to this collection is free,
btw, the only cost is the responsibility of return postage at the
library mail rate.) Texans can access this library by e-mailing me at
lsc at tsl.state.tx.us, and non-Texas residents can access the collection

via their local library's ILL services.

The Librarian as Information Consultant: Transforming Reference for the
Information Age
<http://www.worldcat.org/title/librarian-as-information-consultant-trans
forming-reference-for-the-information-age/oclc/666224114&referer=brief_r
esults> (2011)
http://www.worldcat.org/title/librarian-as-information-consultant-transf
orming-reference-for-the-information-age/oclc/666224114&referer=brief_re
sults
Building and Running a Successful Research Business, 2nd edition
<http://www.worldcat.org/title/building-running-a-successful-research-bu
siness-a-guide-for-the-independent-information-professional/oclc/7918503
01?referer=br&ht=edition> (2010)
http://www.worldcat.org/title/building-running-a-successful-research-bus
iness-a-guide-for-the-independent-information-professional/oclc/79185030
1?referer=br&ht=edition

The Customer-Focused Library: Re-Inventing the Public Library From the
Outside-In
<http://www.worldcat.org/title/customer-focused-library-re-inventing-the
-library-from-the-outside-in/oclc/320193394?referer=br&ht=edition>
(2009)
http://www.worldcat.org/title/customer-focused-library-re-inventing-thelibrary-from-the-outside-in/oclc/320193394?referer=br&ht=edition

Viewing Library Metrics from Different Perspectives: Inputs, Outputs,
and Outcomes
<http://www.worldcat.org/title/viewing-library-metrics-from-different-pe
rspectives-inputs-outputs-and-outcomes/oclc/320194102&referer=brief_resu
lts> (2009)
http://www.worldcat.org/title/viewing-library-metrics-from-different-per
spectives-inputs-outputs-and-outcomes/oclc/320194102&referer=brief_resul
ts
Streamlining Library Services: What We Do, How Much Time It Takes, What
It Costs, How We Can Do It Better
<http://www.worldcat.org/title/streamlining-library-services-what-we-dohow-much-time-it-takes-what-it-costs-how-we-can-do-it-better/oclc/237191
054?referer=br&ht=edition> (2008)
http://www.worldcat.org/title/streamlining-library-services-what-we-do-h
ow-much-time-it-takes-what-it-costs-how-we-can-do-it-better/oclc/2371910
54?referer=br&ht=edition

Public Library Policy Writers:
CD-ROM

A Guidebook with Model Policies on

<http://www.worldcat.org/title/public-library-policy-writer-a-guidebookwith-model-policies-on-cd-rom/oclc/227000164&referer=brief_results>
(2008)
http://www.worldcat.org/title/public-library-policy-writer-a-guidebook-w
ith-model-policies-on-cd-rom/oclc/227000164&referer=brief_results
Contains policies which you may want to adapt for your regular reference
services as well as fee-based service policy.

Charging and Collecting Fees and Fines: A Handbook for Libraries
<http://www.worldcat.org/title/charging-and-collecting-fees-and-fines-ahandbook-for-libraries/oclc/37917350&referer=brief_results> (1998)
http://www.worldcat.org/title/charging-and-collecting-fees-and-fines-a-h
andbook-for-libraries/oclc/37917350&referer=brief_results

Good luck.
Christina

Christina Manz
Library Science Collection
Library Development & Networking
Texas State Library & Archives Commission
512-463-5468 phone
cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us

Recent Topics: http://bit.ly/Ts7mtu
Subscribe: http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/ld/librarydevelopments/
New Arrivals: http://bit.ly/w75kUt
Catalog: http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/catalog

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette
Jones
Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2013 1:55 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Leslie Scott; Lydia Willms
Subject: [Genealib] fees for research services

Dear all,

My library, a medium-sized public library with a small genealogy/local
history collection, is batting around the idea of charging fees for
in-depth research service. We currently handle all requests, even
those reference questions that demand considerable time and expertise
including genealogy-related questions, as all in a day's work.

I know many libraries charge for genealogical research. Would you
please share your fee schedule with me, off the list, at
lynette.jones at cityofcarrollton.com?

Also, do any of you in this group charge for other kinds of research,
particularly those of you who are at public libraries? For example,
research of a more detailed medical or business nature, creating
bibliographies of materials or folders of journal articles, things like
that--those questions that require a significant amount of time and/or
expertise to find answers and appropriate material.

Any information or words of wisdom you can share will be greatly
appreciated.

Thanks,
Lynette

Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron and Josey
Carrollton, TX

75010

972-466-4814

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130220/16fed808/

attachment.html>
From a.swell.dame at gmail.com Wed Feb 20 12:39:56 2013
From: a.swell.dame at gmail.com (Katie)
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2013 12:39:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] fees for research services
In-Reply-To:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB49232015204FCA2C1@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF1637436D@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB49232015204FCA2C1@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Message-ID: <CAKLo0bveb420iU1ohVexYf0vCSJZg0hh0x6QcWibWEuyaKTibw@mail.gmail.com>
Hi, Lynette.
I work at a public library with an active history/genealogy department.
Here are our guidelines for mail/email reference:
http://www.ccpl.org/content.asp?id=56689&action=detail&catID=11877&parentID=5402
Here is the request form, which includes the fees involved:
http://www.ccpl.org/content.asp?id=135929&action=detail&catID=5402&parentID=5372
Hope that helps!
Sincerely,
Katie
On Wed, Feb 20, 2013 at 9:57 AM, Christina Manz <cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us>wrote:
> Hi Lynette et al. ? ****
>
> ** **
>
> The state library of Texas has a professional collection of books
> available for loan, which includes titles about determining how to charge
> fees for library services. (Access to this collection is free, btw, the
> only cost is the responsibility of return postage at the library mail
> rate.) Texans can access this library by e-mailing me at
> lsc at tsl.state.tx.us, and non-Texas residents can access the collection
> via their local library?s ILL services. ****
>
>
>
> ****
>
> The Librarian as Information Consultant: Transforming Reference for the
> Information Age<http://www.worldcat.org/title/librarian-as-informationconsultant-transforming-reference-for-the-information-age/oclc/
666224114&referer=brief_results>(2011)
>
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/librarian-as-information-consultant-transformingreference-for-the-information-age/oclc/666224114&referer=brief_results
> ****
>
>
> Building and Running a Successful Research Business, 2nd
edition<http://www.worldcat.org/title/building-running-a-successful-researchbusiness-a-guide-for-the-independent-information-professional/oclc/791850301?
referer=br&ht=edition>(2010)
>

> http://www.worldcat.org/title/building-running-a-successful-research-business-aguide-for-the-independent-information-professional/oclc/791850301?
referer=br&ht=edition
> ****
>
> ** **
>
> The Customer-Focused Library: Re-Inventing the Public Library From the
> Outside-In<http://www.worldcat.org/title/customer-focused-library-re-inventingthe-library-from-the-outside-in/oclc/320193394?referer=br&ht=edition>(2009)
>
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/customer-focused-library-re-inventing-the-libraryfrom-the-outside-in/oclc/320193394?referer=br&ht=edition
> ****
>
> ** **
>
> Viewing Library Metrics from Different Perspectives: Inputs, Outputs, and
> Outcomes<http://www.worldcat.org/title/viewing-library-metrics-from-differentperspectives-inputs-outputs-and-outcomes/oclc/
320194102&referer=brief_results>(2009)
>
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/viewing-library-metrics-from-differentperspectives-inputs-outputs-and-outcomes/oclc/320194102&referer=brief_results
> ****
>
>
> Streamlining Library Services: What We Do, How Much Time It Takes, What It
> Costs, How We Can Do It Better<http://www.worldcat.org/title/streamlininglibrary-services-what-we-do-how-much-time-it-takes-what-it-costs-how-we-can-do-itbetter/oclc/237191054?referer=br&ht=edition>(2008)
>
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/streamlining-library-services-what-we-do-how-muchtime-it-takes-what-it-costs-how-we-can-do-it-better/oclc/237191054?
referer=br&ht=edition
> ****
>
> ** **
>
> Public Library Policy Writers: A Guidebook with Model Policies on CDROM<http://www.worldcat.org/title/public-library-policy-writer-a-guidebook-withmodel-policies-on-cd-rom/oclc/227000164&referer=brief_results>(2008)
>
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/public-library-policy-writer-a-guidebook-withmodel-policies-on-cd-rom/oclc/227000164&referer=brief_results
> ****
>
> Contains policies which you may want to adapt for your regular reference
> services as well as fee-based service policy.
>
> ****
>
> Charging and Collecting Fees and Fines: A Handbook for
Libraries<http://www.worldcat.org/title/charging-and-collecting-fees-and-fines-ahandbook-for-libraries/oclc/37917350&referer=brief_results>(1998)
> ****
>
>
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/charging-and-collecting-fees-and-fines-a-handbook-

for-libraries/oclc/37917350&referer=brief_results
> ****
>
> ** **
>
> ** **
>
> Good luck.****
>
> Christina****
>
> ** **
>
> ** **
>
> Christina Manz****
>
> Library Science Collection****
>
> Library Development & Networking****
>
> Texas State Library & Archives Commission****
>
> 512-463-5468 phone ****
>
> cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us****
>
> ** **
>
> Recent Topics: http://bit.ly/Ts7mtu
****
>
> Subscribe: http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/ld/librarydevelopments/
> New Arrivals: http://bit.ly/w75kUt
> Catalog: http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/catalog ****
>
> ** **
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Lynette Jones
> *Sent:* Saturday, February 16, 2013 1:55 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Cc:* Leslie Scott; Lydia Willms
> *Subject:* [Genealib] fees for research services****
>
> ** **
>
> Dear all,****
>
> ** **
>
> My library, a medium-sized public library with a small genealogy/local
> history collection, is batting around the idea of charging fees for
> in-depth research service. We currently handle all requests, even those
> reference questions that demand considerable time and expertise including
> genealogy-related questions, as all in a day?s work.****
>
> ** **
>
> I know many libraries charge for genealogical research. Would you please

> share your fee schedule with me, off the list, at
> lynette.jones at cityofcarrollton.com?****
>
> ** **
>
> Also, do any of you in this group charge for other kinds of research,
> particularly those of you who are at public libraries? For example,
> research of a more detailed medical or business nature, creating
> bibliographies of materials or folders of journal articles, things like
> that--those questions that require a significant amount of time and/or
> expertise to find answers and appropriate material.****
>
> ** **
>
> Any information or words of wisdom you can share will be greatly
> appreciated.****
>
> ** **
>
> Thanks,****
>
> Lynette****
>
> ** **
>
> ** **
>
> Lynette V. Jones****
>
> Library Branch Manager****
>
> Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron and Josey ****
>
> Carrollton, TX 75010****
>
> 972-466-4814****
>
> ** **
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130220/0ace9e4a/
attachment-0001.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Wed Feb 20 13:19:14 2013
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2013 12:19:14 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] fees for research services
In-Reply-To:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB49232015204FCA2C1@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
References: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF1637436D@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB49232015204FCA2C1@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Message-ID: <512513A2.8060706@verizon.net>

Christina,
This good list came, as you see, via Genealib, but it surely looks
useful. Thanks for putting it together and I'll hope I can spend some
time snitching tips and good ideas before too long. Appreciate you, lady!
Margaret T.
still at Comanche
On 2/20/2013 8:57 AM, Christina Manz wrote:
>
> Hi Lynette et al. ->
> The state library of Texas has a professional collection of books
> available for loan, which includes titles about determining how to
> charge fees for library services. (Access to this collection is free,
> btw, the only cost is the responsibility of return postage at the
> library mail rate.) Texans can access this library by e-mailing me at
> lsc at tsl.state.tx.us <mailto:lsc at tsl.state.tx.us>, and non-Texas
> residents can access the collection via their local library's ILL
> services.
>
>
>
> The Librarian as Information Consultant: Transforming Reference for
> the Information Age
> <http://www.worldcat.org/title/librarian-as-information-consultant-transformingreference-for-the-information-age/oclc/666224114&referer=brief_results>
> (2011)
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/librarian-as-information-consultant-transformingreference-for-the-information-age/oclc/666224114&referer=brief_results
>
>
> Building and Running a Successful Research Business, 2^nd edition
> <http://www.worldcat.org/title/building-running-a-successful-research-business-aguide-for-the-independent-information-professional/oclc/791850301?
referer=br&ht=edition>
> (2010)
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/building-running-a-successful-research-business-aguide-for-the-independent-information-professional/oclc/791850301?
referer=br&ht=edition
>
> The Customer-Focused Library: Re-Inventing the Public Library From the
> Outside-In
> <http://www.worldcat.org/title/customer-focused-library-re-inventing-the-libraryfrom-the-outside-in/oclc/320193394?referer=br&ht=edition>
> (2009)
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/customer-focused-library-re-inventing-the-libraryfrom-the-outside-in/oclc/320193394?referer=br&ht=edition
>
> Viewing Library Metrics from Different Perspectives: Inputs, Outputs,
> and Outcomes
> <http://www.worldcat.org/title/viewing-library-metrics-from-differentperspectives-inputs-outputs-and-outcomes/oclc/320194102&referer=brief_results>
> (2009)
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/viewing-library-metrics-from-differentperspectives-inputs-outputs-and-outcomes/oclc/320194102&referer=brief_results
>
>

> Streamlining Library Services: What We Do, How Much Time It Takes,
> What It Costs, How We Can Do It Better
> <http://www.worldcat.org/title/streamlining-library-services-what-we-do-how-muchtime-it-takes-what-it-costs-how-we-can-do-it-better/oclc/237191054?
referer=br&ht=edition>
> (2008)
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/streamlining-library-services-what-we-do-how-muchtime-it-takes-what-it-costs-how-we-can-do-it-better/oclc/237191054?
referer=br&ht=edition
>
> Public Library Policy Writers: A Guidebook with Model Policies on
> CD-ROM
> <http://www.worldcat.org/title/public-library-policy-writer-a-guidebook-withmodel-policies-on-cd-rom/oclc/227000164&referer=brief_results>
> (2008)
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/public-library-policy-writer-a-guidebook-withmodel-policies-on-cd-rom/oclc/227000164&referer=brief_results
>
>
> Contains policies which you may want to adapt for your regular
> reference services as well as fee-based service policy.
>
> Charging and Collecting Fees and Fines: A Handbook for Libraries
> <http://www.worldcat.org/title/charging-and-collecting-fees-and-fines-a-handbookfor-libraries/oclc/37917350&referer=brief_results>
> (1998)
>
> http://www.worldcat.org/title/charging-and-collecting-fees-and-fines-a-handbookfor-libraries/oclc/37917350&referer=brief_results
>
> Good luck.
>
> Christina
>
> Christina Manz
>
> Library Science Collection
>
> Library Development & Networking
>
> Texas State Library & Archives Commission
>
> 512-463-5468 phone
>
> cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us <mailto:cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us>
>
> Recent Topics:http://bit.ly/Ts7mtu
>
> Subscribe: http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/ld/librarydevelopments/
> New Arrivals: http://bit.ly/w75kUt
> Catalog: http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/catalog
>
> *From:*genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Lynette
> Jones
> *Sent:* Saturday, February 16, 2013 1:55 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
> *Cc:* Leslie Scott; Lydia Willms
> *Subject:* [Genealib] fees for research services

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear all,
My library, a medium-sized public library with a small genealogy/local
history collection, is batting around the idea of charging fees for
in-depth research service. We currently handle all requests, even
those reference questions that demand considerable time and expertise
including genealogy-related questions, as all in a day's work.
I know many libraries charge for genealogical research. Would you
please share your fee schedule with me, off the list, at
lynette.jones at cityofcarrollton.com?
Also, do any of you in this group charge for other kinds of research,
particularly those of you who are at public libraries? For example,
research of a more detailed medical or business nature, creating
bibliographies of materials or folders of journal articles, things
like that--those questions that require a significant amount of time
and/or expertise to find answers and appropriate material.
Any information or words of wisdom you can share will be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks,
Lynette
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron and Josey
Carrollton, TX

75010

972-466-4814

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130220/4f582d82/
attachment.html>
From claytonduplicates at gmail.com Wed Feb 20 18:01:14 2013
From: claytonduplicates at gmail.com (Clayton Duplicates)
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2013 17:01:14 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals OH to TN Free For Postage or Swap
Message-ID: <CAB-k0PYgzER+SrQrgHEAyTipNzxOMz2Ataamofrkd7n-j03ctw@mail.gmail.com>
Please reply to claytonduplicates at gmail.com
address in block form.

and include your mailing

Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research, via its volunteer group
Clayton Library Friends has the following duplicate periodicals available
free for postage or will swap.
OH
Cross Road of our Nation, v 27-3 28-2,3,4 28-3 29
51-4
Gateway to the West, v 1-1A
OH Gen Soc Newsletter, v 15 16-1,2,4to12,index 17 18 18 19
19-1,2,3,4,5,7,9,10,11,12
20
20-1,2,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,12
21 21 22 22-1to9
23-1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12
24
25-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,12 26-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11
30 31 31-8,11 32-1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12
The Report, v 18-1,2,4 19 19-1 20-2,3,4 21 22 23-1,2,3 24
25 25 26 26 27 27 28 29 30 30

24

OK
Muskogee Co Gen & Hist Soc Quarterly, v 25-4
OK Gen Soc Quarterly, v 24-2
OR

Genealogical Forum of Portland OR, Yearbook Supplement 1975

PA
Keyhole (Gen Soc SW PA), v 23-2,3 24-2,3,4
Laurel Messenger, v 39-1
Quarterly Hist & Gen Soc Indiana Co, v 12-1

13-2

SC
Darlington Flag, v 2-3,4
Greenville Chapter SC Gen Soc, v 36-5,6
SC Magazine Ancestral Research, v 15-1,3,4
TN
Journal of East TN History, # 62 63 64
TN Ancestors, v 4-1,2,3
5-1,2,3
5-1

65 66 67
6-1 7-1,2,3

8-1

17-1

Please make postage reimbursement check payable to Clayton Library Friends
and mail to
Clayton Library Friends
PO Box 271078
Houston, TX 77277-1078
If you are interested in swapping please send your list of available
genealogy periodicals.
Cathy Fitch
claytonduplicates at gmail.com
Volunteer, Clayton Library Friends
http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130220/
e160cf69/attachment.html>
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Wed Feb 20 18:23:39 2013
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2013 23:23:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] thanks to everyone
Message-ID: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF1637C145@CAREX103.carrollton.com>

Dear colleagues,
Thank you to each person who responded to my request for information about your
policies and practices regarding "research for fees".
This group always come
through with the answer, no matter what! Each response has been insightful,
practical, informative, and helpful. The emails with links and online request
forms were especially valuable. We are in the early stages of exploring this idea,
and you've given us lots to ponder.
Thanks again for your assistance and support.
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library @ Hebron
Carrollton, TX 75010
972-466-4814

& Josey

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130220/634687e9/
attachment.html>
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thu Feb 21 14:54:11 2013
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2013 19:54:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] anybody want?
Message-ID:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A1962B@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
We have 3 issues of the "Christian Herald" that anyone may have for the cost of
postage. The issue are Wednesday, September 3, 1890 (v. XIII, no. 36); Wednesday,
January 28, 1891 (v. XIV, no. 4); and July 20, 1898 (v.21, no.29). They were
published in New York but do not have any genealogy related articles, just
religious articles.
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4160
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
________________________________
Weatherford is a family focused community known for valuing historic traditions
while planning for the future. It is a safe, livable city with a healthy economy
that recognizes the importance of working with citizens and local partners.
This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the

message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or
incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130221/03401986/
attachment.html>
From claytonduplicates at gmail.com Fri Feb 22 11:45:50 2013
From: claytonduplicates at gmail.com (Clayton Duplicates)
Date: Fri, 22 Feb 2013 10:45:50 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals TX Free For Postage or Swap
Message-ID: <CAB-k0PYGFVPBOPg6oU5kaPJ5N2rz2Y--V554L-nwC-v1Le_GhA@mail.gmail.com>
Please reply to claytonduplicates at gmail.com
address in block form.

and include your mailing

Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research, via its volunteer group
Clayton Library Friends has the following duplicate periodicals available
free for postage or will swap.
TX
Bay Area Gen Soc Quarterly, v 5-1,2,4 5-1,2,4 5-4 8-4
Bulletin Houston Gen Forum, v 20-6
Cass Co Gen Soc Quarterly, v 18-2
Coryell Kin, v 23-3
DGS Newsletter (Dallas), #107 v 14-9 15-4,5
The Quarterly (Dallas Gen Soc), v 9-3 21-2,3,4
The Dallas Quarterly, v 32-1 33-1,3,4 37-3,4 38-2,3,4 39-3
East TX Family Records, v 8-2,3 9
Footprints, v 35-1,2,3
Frontier Times. (Bandera, Tex. : J. Marvin Hunter), v 1 1923-24 tan
hardbound
The Genealogical Record (Houston Gen Forum), v 33-1,2 34 34-2 35
35-2,3 36 36-1,3,4 36-4 37-1,2,4
38-2 39-1,2 39-1,2 40-2,4
Genealogical Tips, v 35-2
Guadalupe Valley Trails, v 8
The Herald (Montgomery Co), v 18 19-1,2 20-1
Heart of Texas Records, v 49-1
Hispanic Gen Soc Bulletin, v 2-1,2,3 2-1
Hispanic Genealogical Journal, v 3-3 4-2
Hopkins Co Heritage, v 8 9 11 11 12 12 13 13-1,2,3 14 14 15
16-1,3,4 17 18-4 21-4 22-3 23 23 24 24-3,4
Houston Review of History & Culture, v 3-1
Nas cesky Zivot, v 7-2
Navarro Leaves & Branches, v 12-3
The New Bostonian, v 1992spring/summer/fall
The Panola Story, v 13-2 13-2 14-1,2,3 14-1,2 14-2 17-1 20-3 30-2
30-2 32-1
Red River Co TX Gen Soc, 1995spring

Roadrunner, v 1-1
TX State Gen Soc Newsletter, v 3-3
Tree Talk, v 37-1
Please make postage reimbursement check payable to Clayton Library Friends
and mail to
Clayton Library Friends
PO Box 271078
Houston, TX 77277-1078
If you are interested in swapping please send your list of available
genealogy periodicals.
Cathy Fitch
claytonduplicates at gmail.com
Volunteer, Clayton Library Friends
http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org
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From claytonduplicates at gmail.com Sun Feb 24 22:38:54 2013
From: claytonduplicates at gmail.com (Clayton Duplicates)
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2013 21:38:54 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] UT VA WI Periodicals Free For Postage or Swap
Message-ID: <CAB-k0PbcfGcYwLup090Zsk6q8r-FU_PdN2vTtTuGYYdmgx1HDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Please reply to claytonduplicates at gmail.com and include your mailing
address in block form.
Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research, via its volunteer group
Clayton Library Friends has the following duplicate periodicals available
free for postage or will swap.
UT
UT Gen Assoc Crossroads, v 4-1,2
UGA News, v 25-4 30 31-2
VA
An Occasional Bulletin, # 12 14 15 16 17 39
Annual Report Mt Vernon Ladies Assoc, 2001 2003 2005 2006
Fairfax Gen Soc Newsletter, v 11-2
Germanna Record, # 3 3-2nd print 1989 6-3rd print 1980
Journal of the Greenbrier Hist Soc, v 7-4
Magazine of VA Genealogy, v 33-2 35-1,2 36 36-3 37 38-1,2,4 38-2 39 40-1,2,4
41-1 43-4 44-1
That Wagon Road (VA Chap Palatines to America), v 8-2

VA Gen Soc Newsletter, , v 33-6
VA Genealogist, v 30+index 32+index 33-4 39+index 40-1 42+index
43+index 44index
only
VA Magazine Hist & Biography, v 28-1(Jan 1920)
William & Mary Quarterly 3rd series, v 68-2,3
WI
Wisconsin Helper, v 1
Wisconsin State Gen Soc Newsletter, v 51-1
Please make postage reimbursement check payable to Clayton Library Friends
and mail to
Clayton Library Friends
PO Box 271078
Houston, TX 77277-1078
If you are interested in swapping please send your list of available
genealogy periodicals.
Cathy Fitch
claytonduplicates at gmail.com
Volunteer, Clayton Library Friends
http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org
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From harrisonkim at q.com Wed Feb 27 13:45:21 2013
From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 13:45:21 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians Focus Groups scheduled for 2013
Message-ID: <280604918.1546115.1361990721313.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

Hello:

Ancestry would like to hear from our librarian customers. ? This is your
opportunity to talk with the Product Team lead by Anne Mitchell (Ancestry Anne) for
Ancestry Library Edition this year. ? I have scheduled two focus group meetings for
2013, one at NGS and the other at FGS. ? Spacing is limited to 20 at each of these
events. ? Please e-mail me off line at kharrison at ancestry.com if you are
interested in attending either event. ?

The dates and times are:

? ?????? NGS Friday, 10 th May 2013 at 2:30-5:00 PM

? ?????? FGS Friday, 23 rd Aug. 2013 at 2:30-5:00 PM

As always you can reach out to us during the year with questions and concerns about
Ancestry Library Edition or other Ancestry products. ?

Kim

Kim S. Harrison

Senior Institutional Account Executive

kharrison at ancestry.com
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From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Wed Feb 27 15:37:39 2013
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 14:37:39 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] MN resource materials
Message-ID: <512E6E93.30003@parkbooks.com>
I'm getting ready to retire, and so am offering discounts on some of our
Minnesota resource materials, including back issues of our Minnesota
Genealogical Journal (materials not easily accessed elsewhere) and
information about the U.S./Dakota War of 1862.
Check out our sale at
* www.parkbooks.com/Html/MGJ_back_issues.pdf (sale prices) and
www.parkbooks.com/Html/mgjpast.html (contents, including
information on MN's Indians)
* www.parkbooks.com/Html/perspectives.pdf (official reports about
the Dakota War from Oscar Malmros, Minnesota's Adjutant General, and
Thomas J. Galbraith, U.S. Indian Agent to the Dakota, 1861-1862
* www.parkbooks.com/Html/select_books.pdf (histories, guides, etc.)
Hope to hear from you!

Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
From harrisonkim at q.com Wed Feb 27 15:46:44 2013
From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 15:46:44 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians Focus Groups scheduled for 2013
In-Reply-To:
<280604918.1546115.1361990721313.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
Message-ID:
<1930833606.1548302.1361998004049.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

Hello:

I would like to add that NGS will be in Las Vegas, NV and FGS will be in Ft. Wayne,
IN.? Sorry for the confusion.
Kim

----- Original Message ----From: harrisonkim at q.com
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Kim Harrison" <kharrison at ancestry.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 11:45:21 AM
Subject: Librarians Focus Groups scheduled for 2013

Hello:
?
Ancestry would like to hear from our librarian customers. ? This is your
opportunity to talk with the Product Team lead by Anne Mitchell (Ancestry Anne) for
Ancestry Library Edition this year. ? I have scheduled two focus group meetings for
2013, one at NGS and the other at FGS. ? Spacing is limited to 20 at each of these
events. ? Please e-mail me off line at kharrison at ancestry.com if you are
interested in attending either event. ?
?
The dates and times are:
? ?????? NGS Friday, 10 th May 2013 at 2:30-5:00 PM
? ?????? FGS Friday, 23 rd Aug. 2013 at 2:30-5:00 PM
As always you can reach out to us during the year with questions and concerns about
Ancestry Library Edition or other Ancestry products. ?

Kim
Kim S. Harrison
Senior Institutional Account Executive
kharrison at ancestry.com
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From Elizabeth.Porter at houstontx.gov Wed Feb 27 17:10:02 2013
From: Elizabeth.Porter at houstontx.gov (Porter, Elizabeth - HPL)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 16:10:02 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books
In-Reply-To:
<EBD0924AE769B143820726B17F798B2610923330@ffxexmgc02.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
References:
<EBD0924AE769B143820726B17F798B2610923330@ffxexmgc02.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Message-ID: <9FE0E047A095804696D3EDD5F540F065021B82E39062@EXMBCL03.PSRV.HOUTX.LCL>
Any progress?
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wickstead, Laura
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 1:05 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books
Please respond to Fran at bfm1010 at cox.net<mailto:bfm1010 at cox.net>.
Thank you,
Laura
Laura S. Wickstead
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional
Library<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/fx/default.htm>
10360 North Street
Fairfax, VA 22030-2514
VA Room: 703-293-6227 x6
Office: 703-293-2136
Fax: 703-293-2155
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From Sseniawski at aol.com Wed Feb 27 17:20:30 2013
From: Sseniawski at aol.com (Sseniawski at aol.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 17:20:30 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books
Message-ID: <a4d7b.2cbb7050.3e5fe0ad@aol.com>
Hi Elizabeth,

Ever hear of out-of-sight-out-of-mind? I boxed your books, put them in my
trunk and forgot about them until I went to the grocery store on Saturday.
My husband's been out of town for two weeks and we've had three major
snow storms in that time. So I've stayed close to home and hearth. I've
selected 8, but it looks like I need to select a couple more so will do that
this afternoon and get my list to you. Three of the books you selected are
unavailable. I'll give you those titles this afternoon as well. Sorry for
the delay and the inconvenience. That was very inconsiderate of me.
Sue
In a message dated 2/27/2013 3:10:14 P.M. Mountain Standard Time,
Elizabeth.Porter at houstontx.gov writes:
Any

progress?

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wickstead,
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 1:05 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books

Laura

Please respond to Fran at _bfm1010 at cox.net_ (mailto:bfm1010 at cox.net) .
Thank you,
Laura
Laura S. Wickstead
Virginia Room Librarian
_City of Fairfax Regional Library_
(http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/fx/default.htm)
10360 North Street
Fairfax, VA 22030-2514
VA Room: 703-293-6227 x6
Office: 703-293-2136
Fax: 703-293-2155
=
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Sseniawski at aol.com Wed Feb 27 17:27:19 2013
From: Sseniawski at aol.com (Sseniawski at aol.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 17:27:19 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books
Message-ID: <a5105.31030a05.3e5fe246@aol.com>
Sorry group,

I didn't pay attention to the addressee on my previous e-mail.
embarrassed.

I'm

Sue
In a message dated 2/27/2013 3:10:14 P.M. Mountain Standard Time,
Elizabeth.Porter at houstontx.gov writes:
Any

progress?

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wickstead,
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 1:05 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Trade books

Laura

Please respond to Fran at _bfm1010 at cox.net_ (mailto:bfm1010 at cox.net) .
Thank you,
Laura
Laura S. Wickstead
Virginia Room Librarian
_City of Fairfax Regional Library_
(http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/fx/default.htm)
10360 North Street
Fairfax, VA 22030-2514
VA Room: 703-293-6227 x6
Office: 703-293-2136
Fax: 703-293-2155
=
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From harrisonkim at q.com Wed Feb 27 18:24:37 2013
From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 18:24:37 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian's Day at NGS - ProGenealogists donates door
prize worth $2, 200
In-Reply-To:
<1855408566.1551379.1362007397238.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
Message-ID: <649837690.1551421.1362007477110.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

Are you waiting for a good reason to sign up for Librarian?s Day at NGS Las
Vegas? ? How about the grand prize worth $2,200 in value! The odds are very good
you could be a winner of a door prize! ? I only have 33 seats still available. ?

The committee just received word of a grand prize being offer to librarians from
ProGenealogists worth $2,200 value. ? ProGenealogists? is the official research
firm of Ancestry.com. ? Our firm has worked as researchers for PBS's Ancestors
Series, African American Lives , the BBC?s TimeWatch series' episode entitled ?The
Iron Coffin,? and Showtime?s production The Tudors . ProGenealogists provided
research for the first three seasons of NBC's Who Do You Think Are? TV series,
which was nominated for a Daytime Emmy Award for "Outstanding Reality TV Series."

For more information about ProGenealogists please visit their site at
http://www.progenealogists.com/aboutus.htm . ?

Librarians will also have an opportunity to win personal subscriptions to Fold3 and
Newspapers.com. ? Family Tree Maker team at Ancestry.com has also donated 10 Family
Tree Maker 2012. ? Additional door prizes are coming in at this writing. ?

This exciting day is sponsored by ProQuest at the LVH-Las Vegas Hotel & Casino on
Tuesday, 7 th May 2013. ? The day has been plan with outstanding speakers:

? ?????? Confessions from the Reference Desk by James K. Jeffrey, Collection
Specialist in Genealogy at the Denver Public Library

? ?????? Hookers, Crooks, and Kooks: ? Aunt Merle didn?t Run a Boarding House by
Jana Broglin, Certified Genealogist and a Fellow of the Ohio Genealogical Society
and Director of FGS

? ?????? Fact or Fiction: ? Finding Truth in Family Legends of Famous Relations by
Crista Cowan, AKA The Barefoot Genealogist at Ancestry.com

? ?????? Strategies for Assisting Patrons to find their Irish Immigrants by David
E. Rencher, AG, CG, FUGA, FIGRS and Chief Genealogical Officer for Family Search

? ?????? Newspapers ? The Story of the West by J. Mark Lowe, professional
researcher and educator (SLIG, IGHR & RIGS Alliance) as well as having worked on ?
Who Do You Think You Are??

Additional information about the NGS conference please visit their site at
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/librarians_day . ? Remember early bird registration
ends on 19 th March 2013. ?

Kim

Kim S. Harrison,

NGS Librarian?s Day Chair

kharrison at ancestry.com
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From tedkamieniak at comcast.net Wed Feb 27 18:28:30 2013
From: tedkamieniak at comcast.net (ted kamieniak)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 18:28:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians Focus Groups scheduled for 2013
In-Reply-To:
<1930833606.1548302.1361998004049.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
References: <280604918.1546115.1361990721313.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
<1930833606.1548302.1361998004049.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
Message-ID: <004c01ce1542$27013b20$7503b160$@comcast.net>
Ms. Harrison:

Unfortunately I will have to withdraw my interest. I assumed it was an electronic
event. I?m not able to travel at this point. Pardon me if I caused you any
inconvenience.

Ted Kamieniak
Virginiana Room Volunteer
Central Rappahannock Regional Library
Fredericksburg, VA

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of harrisonkim at q.com
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Kim Harrison
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Librarians Focus Groups scheduled for 2013

Hello:

I would like to add that NGS will be in Las Vegas, NV and FGS will be in Ft. Wayne,
IN. Sorry for the confusion.
Kim
_____
From: harrisonkim at q.com
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Kim Harrison" <kharrison at ancestry.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 11:45:21 AM
Subject: Librarians Focus Groups scheduled for 2013
Hello:

Ancestry would like to hear from our librarian customers. This is your opportunity
to talk with the Product Team lead by Anne Mitchell (Ancestry Anne) for Ancestry
Library Edition this year. I have scheduled two focus group meetings for 2013, one
at NGS and the other at FGS. Spacing is limited to 20 at each of these events.
Please e-mail me off line at <mailto:kharrison at ancestry.com> kharrison at
ancestry.com if you are interested in attending either event.

The dates and times are:
?

NGS Friday, 10th May 2013 at 2:30-5:00 PM

?

FGS Friday, 23rd Aug. 2013 at 2:30-5:00 PM

As always you can reach out to us during the year with questions and concerns about
Ancestry Library Edition or other Ancestry products.
Kim
Kim S. Harrison
Senior Institutional Account Executive
<mailto:kharrison at ancestry.com> kharrison at ancestry.com
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From rroberts1861 at charter.net Wed Feb 27 19:10:17 2013
From: rroberts1861 at charter.net (Dick Roberts)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 19:10:17 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder -- New England Regional Genealogical Conference
(NERGC)
Message-ID: <41cbf914.519dac.13d1e229c72.Webtop.46@charter.net>

NERGC?s fourth Librarians? and Teachers? Day will be held on Wednesday,
17 April 2013 at the Radisson Hotel, Manchester, NH in conjunction with
the Twelfth New England Regional Genealogical Conference. Sessions
include Getting Patrons Started in Genealogy by Christine Sharbrough,
MSLIS, CG; Creating Digital Collections for Genealogists by D. Joshua
Taylor; ProQuest Information and Learning by William Forsyth; Tracing
Your Immigrant Ancestors by Lisa Alzo; and What Genealogists Wish
Librarians Knew by Marianne B. Marcussen. For information about each
session, see page 4 of the full conference brochure at
www.nergc.org/Program.html.
The cost for Librarians' and Teachers' Day is $40.00 per person and
includes lunch compliments of ProQuest.
Also a reminder that the Early Bird deadline for registering for the
NERCG conference is February 28. Right now the cost is $110 for the full
3-day conference (Thursday through Saturday, 4/18-4/20). After Feb. 28,
the cost increases to $135. Single-day registration is currently $90 per
day, and will increase to $100 per day after Feb. 28. Save yourself some
money -- register now. Visit the NERGGC Website www.nergc.org and click
on ?Registration?.
Dick Roberts
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From royalhouses at uwclub.net Thu Feb 28 07:32:30 2013
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 12:32:30 -0000
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing European royal and noble ancestors.
Message-ID: <14A1CB0EE0494AD0A7D5775E1FE88B5D@EndUserPC>
Have you had researchers trying to trace ancestry from European Royalty and
Nobility? If so, you may find this series very useful. It shows the most complete
study of Royal Family Trees in print, including descendants in the United States,
and has exhaustive indexing to help you with your search.

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE

This series of books, published in England, provides an extraordinarily wideranging genealogy of noble families across Europe, including descendants who live
in the United States and Canada:
It consists of 31 volumes, covering all the leading European Royal Dynasties and
their descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting
royal family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning
monarchies of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of
Europe. They include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended
from Queen Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-CoburgGotha. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg, Bonaparte and Bourbon have
separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of Scandinavia, the Benelux,
Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and the former German

Kingdoms. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to related noble and
commoner families, including in the U.S.A.

The books are offered at a discount to libraries, at a price which includes
delivery by post/courier to your door.

Details as follow:

See our website for full details of each individual book (press on book title for
description).:http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk.

They are essential tools for Genealogists, particularly in researching their
European ancestry. They are supplied to libraries in the U.S, and Canada, and also
in the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and many European countries. They are
also supplied to European royal families, academic libraries, genealogists and the
media.

FULL LIST, of 31 volumes:

GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The Family of H.M. Queen Victoria.
Volume 2 - The Families of the British Consorts.
Volume 3 - The Descendants of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
Volume 4 - The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King

of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg

The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway

The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.

The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE

The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE

The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN

The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL

The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes

The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA

The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO

The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY

The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER

The German Dynasty of HESSE The Darmstadt, Cassel, Homburg, Philippsthal,
Battenberg/Mountbatten Hanau

Enquiries can be sent to royalhouses at uwclub.net

We offer a special discount deal for libraries in the United States and Canada
(Can$ prices on request):

E-mail us for discounted price list for Libraries and order arrangements.

Payment methods:

1. Check in U.S. Dollars payable to P.Arnold; or
2. Electronic payment to account in England (e-mail us for details); or
3. Credit card payment through website (e-mail us for details); or
4. Payment against invoice sent with books.

Orders should be sent to:

PATRICIA ARNOLD Publisher
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent ME19 5AD
England.

Tel & Fax: +44 (0)1732 848388

e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net

ANY QUESTIONS? E-MAIL US !!!
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From librarian at schist.org Thu Feb 28 09:25:44 2013
From: librarian at schist.org (Melissa Tacke)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 09:25:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books and periodicals free for postage
Message-ID: <000001ce15bf$7eaeba00$7c0c2e00$@org>
We are currently weeding our collections of materials outside of our
collection area and duplicate copies of books in our holdings. Lists of
books and periodicals on offer are attached. Please contact me if your
library is interested in any of these materials. Pick up at the Schenectady
County Historical Society, or we can send them by mail for the price of
postage (Library Rate).

Please let me know if you are interested in any of these materials or if you
have any questions.

Best,

Melissa Tacke, Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12305
518-374-0263, option 3
www.schenectadyhistory.net
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From Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov Thu Feb 28 11:45:36 2013
From: Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 11:45:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <41cbf914.519dac.13d1e229c72.Webtop.46@charter.net>
References: <41cbf914.519dac.13d1e229c72.Webtop.46@charter.net>
Message-ID: <9B2237C5F9B08943A78721B8EB1AEBA0029622EF@is01s063.rowannc.org>
Hello all,

This is perhaps a little out of our general stream, but I thought perhaps someone
amongst you might be able to help. I had a gentleman bring by a receipt book from
an attorney?s office. This book is leather bound and dates from around 1858. The
first entr?e is from that year.
The book has lined paper in it with notes and
receipts written on the paper as well as other papers, letters and the like glued
to pages or just inserted. The last papers date from 1914. I know it?s a treasure
trove, however, the patron plans to try to sell the book and wants to know how to
ascertain its value.
Any suggestions as to how to guide him?

Thanks for any help.
Gretchen

Gretchen Beilfuss Witt, Librarian
Edith M. Clark History Room
gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov

Rowan Public Library
201 W. Fisher Street
Salisbury, NC

28144

704-216-8232

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130228/5df2b22f/
attachment.html>
From floggertl at yahoo.com Thu Feb 28 12:20:35 2013
From: floggertl at yahoo.com (Tony LaLuzerne)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 09:20:35 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] (no subject)
In-Reply-To: <9B2237C5F9B08943A78721B8EB1AEBA0029622EF@is01s063.rowannc.org>
Message-ID: <1362072035.90282.YahooMailClassic@web163602.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Gretchen,
?
You could tell him that if he sells it, it will most likely be taken apart and
sold, probably page by page (I've seen it happen quite often at antique shows), and
that the information may be lost to future researchers (which is probably its
greatest value). You could suggest that he donate it to a local museum, library
(yours, perhaps? ;-), historical society, or genealogical society. A local museum
may also be able to point him to an appraiser, then he could donate it and get a
tax deduction? Just some thoughts!
?
Tony
--- On Thu, 2/28/13, Witt, Gretchen B. <Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov> wrote:
From: Witt, Gretchen B. <Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] (no subject)
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2013, 10:45 AM

Hello all,
?
This is perhaps a little out of our general stream, but I thought perhaps someone
amongst you might be able to help.? I had a gentleman bring by a receipt book from
an attorney?s office.? This book is leather bound and dates from around 1858.? The
first entr?e is from that year.??? The book has lined paper in it with notes and
receipts written on the paper as well as other papers, letters and the like glued
to pages or just inserted.? The last papers date from 1914.? I know it?s a treasure
trove, however, the patron plans to try to sell the book and wants to know how to
ascertain its value.? ??Any suggestions as to how to guide him?
?
Thanks for any help.
Gretchen

?
?
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt, Librarian
Edith M. Clark History Room
gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov
?
Rowan Public Library
201 W. Fisher Street
Salisbury, NC? 28144
704-216-8232
?
?
-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130228/71872f0f/
attachment.html>
From skarnes at swgrl.org Thu Feb 28 12:27:14 2013
From: skarnes at swgrl.org (Sharon Karnes)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 12:27:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books and periodicals free for postage
In-Reply-To: <000001ce15bf$7eaeba00$7c0c2e00$@org>
References: <000001ce15bf$7eaeba00$7c0c2e00$@org>
Message-ID: <000601ce15d8$d9ac73c0$8d055b40$@swgrl.org>
Melissa:
We can use:
Heinemann, Charles H.
First Census of Kentucky
N/A
1965
Clift, G. Glenn
Second Census of Kentucky

--

1800

N/A
1966
Chalkley, Lyman
Chronicles of the Scotch-Irish Settlement in Va.

(3 vols.)

N/A
1965

We will gladly refund your postage rate if we are lucky enough to get these.
Thanks,

Sharon S. Karnes
Genealogy/Technical Processing Coordinator
Southwest Georgia Regional Library
301 S. Monroe Street
Bainbridge, Georgia 39819
skarnes at swgrl.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Melissa Tacke
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:26 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Books and periodicals free for postage

We are currently weeding our collections of materials outside of our
collection area and duplicate copies of books in our holdings. Lists of
books and periodicals on offer are attached. Please contact me if your
library is interested in any of these materials. Pick up at the Schenectady
County Historical Society, or we can send them by mail for the price of
postage (Library Rate).

Please let me know if you are interested in any of these materials or if you
have any questions.

Best,

Melissa Tacke, Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12305
518-374-0263, option 3
www.schenectadyhistory.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130228/
c7f5cd5a/attachment.html>
From librarian at schist.org Tue Feb 26 17:00:46 2013
From: librarian at schist.org (Melissa Tacke)
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2013 17:00:46 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good home
Message-ID: <009701ce146c$bbbcd020$33367060$@org>
We are currently weeding our collections of materials outside of our
collection area and duplicate copies of books in our holdings. Lists of
books, periodicals, and sheet music on offer are attached. Please contact me
if your library is interested in any of these materials. Pick up at the
Schenectady County Historical Society, or we can send them by mail for the
price of postage.

Please let me know if you are interested in any of these materials or if you
have any questions.

Best,

Melissa Tacke, Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12305
518-374-0263, option 3
www.schenectadyhistory.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130226/41e067f1/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Sheet Music on Offer from SCHS.xls
Type: application/vnd.ms-excel
Size: 48640 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130226/41e067f1/
attachment-0002.xls>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Books on Offer from SCHS.xls
Type: application/vnd.ms-excel
Size: 57856 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130226/41e067f1/
attachment-0003.xls>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals on Offer from SCHS.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 32768 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130226/41e067f1/
attachment-0001.doc>
From dkfhgc at metc.net Thu Feb 28 14:01:03 2013
From: dkfhgc at metc.net (Michele McNabb)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 13:01:03 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] printing HQO images
Message-ID: <004201ce15e5$f4e1dce0$dea596a0$@net>
Is anyone else recently experiencing printing difficulties with
HeritageQuest Online census images? Their format has changed recently, so
that the census page that appears when one enters Download > View doesn't
seem to have any way of being printed. No more pop-up mini-screen toward
the bottom of the page. We're getting frustrated.
We appreciated having
the option of just printing a partial page for legibility's sake, but would
also like to be able to print without saving the image first.

+++++++++++++++++++++++
Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager
The Danish Immigrant Museum
Family History & Genealogy Center
PO Box 249

Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
712.764.7008

The road to wisdom? Well, it's plain and simple to express:
Err and err and err again, but less and less and less.
--Piet Hein
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130228/17e1b28d/
attachment.html>
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Thu Feb 28 14:05:37 2013
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 19:05:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] printing HQO images
In-Reply-To: <004201ce15e5$f4e1dce0$dea596a0$@net>
References: <004201ce15e5$f4e1dce0$dea596a0$@net>
Message-ID: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A664DAD6@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
I just tried printing a page from the 1860 census and it worked like normal.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext. 153
[email_signature]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michele McNabb
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:01 PM
To: Genealib
Subject: [Genealib] printing HQO images
Is anyone else recently experiencing printing difficulties with HeritageQuest
Online census images? Their format has changed recently, so that the census page
that appears when one enters Download > View doesn't seem to have any way of being
printed. No more pop-up mini-screen toward the bottom of the page. We're getting
frustrated.
We appreciated having the option of just printing a partial page for
legibility's sake, but would also like to be able to print without saving the image
first.
+++++++++++++++++++++++
Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager
The Danish Immigrant Museum
Family History & Genealogy Center
PO Box 249
Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
712.764.7008

The road to wisdom? Well, it's plain and simple to express:
Err and err and err again, but less and less and less.
--Piet Hein
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130228/35ac2907/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5448 bytes
Desc: image003.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130228/35ac2907/
attachment.jpg>
From kmccallum at aapld.org Thu Feb 28 15:13:09 2013
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2013 14:13:09 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] printing HQO images
In-Reply-To: <004201ce15e5$f4e1dce0$dea596a0$@net>
References: <004201ce15e5$f4e1dce0$dea596a0$@net>
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_W-L2-JXsFgS9Ar1tEaqzQLD2ikq3oMT1A57458BXyZrQ@mail.gmail.com>
Michele,
Has anything else changed? Perhaps the browser that is being used to
access the census image? Depending which browser you are using (Internet
Explorer 8,9,10, Chrome, Firefox, etc) the image may or may not open up in
Adobe Reader. You will likely see different printing options depending on
what software is used to preview the image. Sometimes you can change the
way your browser handles PDF documents. That might be something to look in
to.
Just a thought ...
Best,
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
On Thu, Feb 28, 2013 at 1:01 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Is anyone else recently experiencing printing difficulties with
HeritageQuest Online census images? Their format has changed recently, so
that the census page that appears when one enters Download > View doesn?t
seem to have any way of being printed. No more pop-up mini-screen toward
the bottom of the page. We?re getting frustrated.
We appreciated having
the option of just printing a partial page for legibility?s sake, but would

> also like to be able to print without saving the image first.****
>
> ** **
>
> +++++++++++++++++++++++****
>
> Michele McNabb****
>
> Librarian/Manager****
>
> The Danish Immigrant Museum****
>
> Family History & Genealogy Center****
>
> PO Box 249****
>
> Elk Horn IA 51531-0249****
>
> 712.764.7008****
>
> ****
>
> The road to wisdom? Well, it's plain and simple to express:****
>
> Err and err and err again, but less and less and less.****
>
>
--Piet Hein****
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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